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ABSTRACT

-- WOLF, KAYE WOODROOF. Effect of IonizingRadiationon the Mechanical

and StructuralPropertiesof Graphite Fiber ReinforcedComposites

(underthe directionof DR. R. E. FORNES).

_ It is widely known that graphite fiber compositeshave many

propertieswhich make them attractivecandidates for aerospace

-- applications. Therefore it is importantto determine the effectsof

ionizing radiationon composite integrity,particularlyultimate

stress and modulus. T300/5208 (graphite/epoxy)and C6000/PMR 15

(graphite/polyimide)compositeswere exposedto various levels of 0.5

MeV electron radiationwith the maximum dose being 10,000Mrad. A

three-pointbending test was used to evaluate the ultimatestress and

modulus of the composites. In all compositesexcept transverse

samplesof C6000/PMR 15 ultimate stress values remained approximately

_ constant or increasedslightly. The modulus values remained

approximatelyconstant for all compositetypes regardlessof the

radiationlevel.

In an effort to more fully understand these results,the emphasis

of the investigationwas focusedon interracialaspectsof composites.

Interlaminarshear tests were performedon T300/5208and C6000/PMR 15

composites irradiatedto 10,000Mrad. There was an initial increase

in interlaminarshear strength (up to 1,000Mrad) followedby a sharp

decrease with further radiation exposure. Using scanning electron

microscopyno visual differencesin the mode of fracturecould be

_ detected between rupturedcontrol samples and those exposed to various

levels of radiation. Electron spectroscopyfor chemical analysis



(ESCA)revealedlittle change in the surfaceelements present in

control and highly irradiatedT300/5208compositesamples.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Over the last two decades there has been considerableinterest in

_ the technologyof compositematerials. Graphite fiber reinforced

composites are of particularinterestbecause they have many

-- propertieswhich make them attractivecandidates for aerospace

applications. These propertiesincludehigh modulus, high strength-

to-weightratio, low density, exceptionalfatigue resistance,and

_ near-zerocoefficientof thermalexpansion [I-5]. In aerospace

applications,these compositeswill be exposed to ionizingradiation

so it is importantto understandthe effects of irradiationon

composite integrity,particularlyultimatestress and modulus.

In order to do this, the initialphase of this investigationwas

designed to examine the long-termeffectsof radiationon the

mechanicalpropertiesof graphite fiber composites. Based on the

results of this experiment,the focus of the investigationwas

directed to interracialaspectsof composites.

The interfacebetween fiber and matrix plays a profound role in

the behaviorof composites. The interracialbond can influence

composite strength,modes of failure,Young'smodulus, interlaminar

shear strength,compressivestrength,and critical fiber length. In

addition, load transfermechanisms are predicatedon a strong

interracialbond and structuralstabilityat elevated temperaturesis

a functionof reactionswhich occur at the interface. The interface

also plays an importantrole in the fracturebehavior of composite

-- materials [6-I0].
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The objectiveof this study was to determinethe effects of

radiationon the interracialpropertiesof graphite fiber composites.

The techniquesused to characterizethe interfacewere scanning

-- electronmicroscopy,transversetensile test, interlaminarshear test,

and electron spectroscopyfor chemical analysis (ESCA).
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2. REVIEW OF LITERATURE

2.I Introduction

The interfaceregion in fiber-matrixcompositesis difficultto

define and even more difficultto study. As with any mixture of two

distinct homogeneousphases, the fiber-matrixinterfaceis not to be

-- regarded as a simple geometricalplane with a homogeneousphase

extendingon either side of it, but rather as a "surface phase" with

characteristicthickness. Macroscopically,this "surface phase"

consists of a surfacewhich is common to both fiber and matrix and the

region immediatelysurroundingthis surface. It has physical and

-- mechanical propertieswhich are different from those of the two

homogeneousphases. Microscopically,this region consists of surface

atoms and subsurfaceatoms. It is not known how many atomic layers

below the surface influencethe propertiesof the interface. The

distance between atoms of the two homogeneousphases is also uncertain

but varies dependingon chemical affinity,steric requirements,and

mechanical restrictionsplaced on the interfacedue to cooldown of the

compositeafter fabrication. At least three types of bonding--

chemical,electrical,and mechanical--arethought to exist at the

interface [7,11-13].

Various interracialphenomenaare discussed in this review.

Interracialbondina has been approachedboth theoreticallyand

experimentally. In view of the theoreticalapproaches,theoriesof

adhesion which are based on surface propertiesand treatmentsof the

fibers,surface energy,and wettabilityare discussed. The

quantitativeparametersmost frequentlyused to assess the interface
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are shear strengthand modulus. F_(perimentaltechniquesused to

determine these are discussed. Environmentaleffects (e.g.moisture,

ambient aging) on the interfaceand the role of the interfacein

-- fracture are also discussed.

2.2 Surface Properties and Treatmentsof Graphite Fibers

2.2.1 Formationof GraphiteFibers

Graphite fibers are produced by the controlledpyrolysisand

graphitizationof certainorganic fibers,principallyrayon and

-- polyacrylonitrile. These fibers lose much of their non-carboncontent

as gases and change to forms of carbon when heated above 300°C in an

inert atmosphere. This process is called carbonization. Carbon

formed at these low temperaturescontainsmany grown-in defects

because thermalenergy is not sufficientto break already-formed

carbon-carbonbonds. Because of these grown-indefects, carbon is

stable up to very high temperaturesbefore changing to graphite.

Graphitization,which is _efined as the establishmentof a regular

stacking of graphiticsheets,does not occur until "graphitizable

carbons" are annealedabove 2500°C. It is presumed that at this

-- temperaturevacanciesin the graphite sheet become mobile enough to

remove grown-in defects. The overallmorphologyof the graphite

sheets is determinedduring carbonization. During the graphitization

process, the multifilamentfibrousnature of the organic precursoris

retained,but the chemical and mechanicalpropertiesare those of

-- graphite [3,14-16].

A single crystalof graphite is composedof a series of parallel

planes of carbon atoms arranged in benzenoidgeometry. The

intraplanarcarbon-carbonbond length is 1.42 A and the distance
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between planes decreaseswith graphitizationtemperature,the minimum

value being 3.35 A for naturalgraphite. The planes are held together

by van der Waals forceswhich allow them to be readilydisplaced with

respect to one another in a lateraldirection. This structure is the

basis of graphite'slubricityand anisotropicnature [12,16,17].

Graphitic lamellarribbonscomposed of graphiticcrystallitesare

the main structuralelementsof graphite fibers. These ribbons

undulate and twist along the fiber axis. In the core of the fiber,

ribbon orientationis slightlyradial and in the outer sheath, the

ribbons are circumferentiallyoriented as shown in Figure 2.1. The

crystallitesize varies with graphitizationtemperature. For example,

crystallitesin a fiber graphitizedat 1500°Cwere 13 graphiticlayers

thick and 40 A w_de while those in a fiber graphitizedat 2600°C were

20 layers thick and 70 A wide. The degree of alignmentalso varies

with the graphitizationconditions [4,18,19].

2.2.2 Surface Propertiesof Graphite Fibers

Carbon and graphite fibers have a similar surfaceappearancebut

the graphite surface is much less porous. The porositypresent

results from a 70-80%weight loss in the precursorupon

graphitization. Carbon fiber densitiesrange from 62 to 88 percent of

those of pyrolyticgraphite. Scanning electronphotomicrographsof

graphite fibers often show a smooth surfacewith striationsparallel

to the filamentaxis [12]. Some graphite fibers,however, do not show

the presence of striations.

Specific surface area and surfaceroughnessare the principal

featuresof physical structurerelevant to adhesivebond formation
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Figure 2.1 Core-sheathstructureof graphiticlamellar ribbons
in graphite fibers [19].
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between fiber and matrix. These aspectsof surface topographyare

_ importantbecause they determinethe amount of physical interracial

area availablefor formationof fiber-matrixbonds [7]. Scola and

Brooks [20] found that the specificareas of graphite fibers (Thornel

50, Hitco HMG-50, and Morganite I) were much greater than those of

boron and siliconcarbide,which was consistentwith the fiber size

_ and surface roughnessrevealedby electronmicrographs. They

calculated surfaceareas based on fiber size and density and found

them to be very close to their experimentalvalues, which indicateda

low order of surfaceroughness. The specificsurface area of carbon

fibers was found to be greater than that of graphite fibers [3]. This

_ is reasonablegiven the differencesin pore content. This lower

interracialarea may also be a factor in the lower shear strength

exhibitedby graphite fiber compositescompared with carbon fiber

composites. It should be noted however, that not all the surfacearea

determinedby nitrogen adsorptionis availableto the resin [3].

0uackenbushand Thomas [21]found the averagepore diameterof carbon

fiber to be 8 A, which is too small for resin moleculesto enter and

thus probablymakes little contributionto the mechanicalinterlocking

of fiber and resin.

Hydrogen and oxygen are the most common speciesother than carbon

on the graphite surface [7]. Scola and Brooks [22]detected oxygen at

depths of 3_ using electronmicroprobe techniques. Herrick [23] and

other workers [24-26]have differentiatedthe types of oxygen-

containing functionalgroups on the graphite fiber surface. These
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includecarboxyl (-C02H),aromaticand aliphaticalcohols (-<;-OH),
-- !

carbonyl (_=O),and lactone (-_=O). As will be discussed later,
O

these functionalgroups can react with the resin and form a chemical

bond at the interface. The surfacecompositionof graphite is

influencedby the nature of the precursor fiber, the processing

conditions,and the reactive nature of carbon [7].

2.2.3 Surface Treatmentsof Graphite Fibers

Despite the fact that early graphite fiber compositeshad

uniquely high specific strengthsand moduli, the fiber-resin

interactionwas poor, which led to low interlaminarshear strengths

[3,7,18]. In an attempt to enhance the chemical bond between fiber
r .

and matrix, many different fiber surface treatmentshave been used to

_ establishan active fiber surface. Values of interlaminarshear

strengthare used to compare the effectsof different treatments.

A treatmentof graphite fiberswhich gives a dramatic increase in

the interlaminarshear strengthof plasticcomposites is the

"whiskerizing"process [3]. _his process involvesthe growth of

-- single crystal siliconcarbide whiskersperpendicularlyfrom the

graphite surfaces,which produces a real mechanical tie between
=

adjacent fibers and layers in the composite. Interlamlnarshear

strengthsof 6.9-7.6x 107 N/m2 (10,000-11,000psi) were reported [3]

as compared to values of 2.1-2.4x 107 N/m2 (3,000-3,500psi) for

untreated fibers. Whiskerizing,however,has two drawbacks --a

weakeningeffect on the fibers and the expenseof the process.
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It is well documented in the literaturethat silanecoupling

agents improvethe glass-resinadhesive bond [6,7,12]. Coupling

agents act as an intermediate,flexible,low-moduluslayer between the

matrix and the reinforcementand improvecomposite tensileand

compressivestrength [6]. It was thought that perhapscoupling agents

could also be used successfullywith graphite fibers. Theoretically,

isocyanategroups in a urethaneprepolymercould react with carboxyl

and phenolicgroups on the surfaceof oxidized graphite while other

-- isocyanategroups reactedwith the resin. However, compositesmade

from fibers treatedwith this polyisocyanatecoupling agent exhibited

no significantimprovementsover those made from oxidized fibers with

no coupling agent. Similarly,Ray et al. [27]found that applyinga

silane coating to heat-treatedgraphite fiber was ineffectivein

-- improvinginterlaminarshear strength. Harris and Beaumont [28]

obtained the same resultsby applicationof a silane coating to an

oxidized graphite fiber. On the other hand, oxidized graphite fibers

treatedwith the glass coupling agent gamma-aminopropyltriethoxysilane

yielded compositeswith slightlyhigher shear strengththan those made

-- from oxidized fibers withoutcoupling agents. It was speculatedthat

the phenolichydroxylgroups on the oxidizedgraphite surface reacted

with the coupling agent in a fashion similar to that of the silanol

groups on the glass surface [3].

Goan and Prosen [3] used various wet and dry oxidizingsystems to

-- activatethe graphite fiber surface. The wet treatmentswere carried

out in various oxidizingsolutions,the primaryone being 60% aqueous

nitric acid. The dry treatmentsincludedair oxidationat 400"C,
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heating the fibers in a mixtureof dry oxygen and ozone, and exposure

_ of the fibers to oxygen under reduced pressure in the presenceof an

RF discharge.

The nitric acid treatmentwas the most effectiveof those studied
%

in increasinginterlaminarshear strength. It also produced the least

fiber tensile strengthloss. The shear performanceof compositesmade

_ from fibers oxidized in air was similarto that of those oxidized in

RF gaseous discharge. The ozone treatmenthad little effect on the

interlaminarshear strength.

Oxidation increasesthe fiber surface area, which would tend to

improvethe mechanical bond between fiber and resin, and also alters

the nature of the surface [3,4]. Rivin [29] and Boehm [30]proposed

the followingscheme for the oxidationof graphite:

H OH

c/O\c/O HO 0o [o]Eoj -c
/\', /\x /_ /\ \ \

grophile C
surfoce

[0] COz +porosily

It should be noted that the first step in this scheme is not favorable

since vinylic hydrogen abstraction is an inherently slow reaction due

to the high bond energies of these carbon-hydrogen bonds [31].

Rowever, the oxidation temperature may be sufficiently high to cause

the reaction to proceed at a reasonable rate.

Due to the oxidation process, the surface of graphite has

functional groups which can act as "handles" to the resin by reacting
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with epoxy, amine, or other chemicalgroups in the resin [3,7,32].

Herrick [23]showed experimentallythat surfacechemical functionality

was a more importantinfluencethan surface area on compositeshear

- strength. He oxidizedgraphite fiber with nitric acid to increase

both surface area and surfacechemical activity. He then used

hydrogen furnacereductionof the surface to eliminatethe chemical

_ activity yet leave the surfacearea unchanged. Compositesmade from

fibers treated in this manner had shear strengthscomparable to those

-- of compositescontaininguntreated fibers. Hence, Herrick concluded

that surfacechemical functionalityplayed a more significantrole

than surface area with regard to shear strength.

_ Dauksys [32]experimentedwith three graphite fiber treatments

which increasedthe values of composite interlaminarshear strength

-- relativeto the initialpolyvinylalcohol (PVA)-or H20-sized fibers.

One method involves subjectingthe fibers to a thermal-oxidative

treatmentthen to a polymericcoating prior to epoxy impregnation.

The other two methods are low temperature,wet chemicaloxidations

that induce carbonyl specificityto the graphite surface. These

-- carbonyl groups react with SnC14 to form an intermediatecomplex which

reacts with the epoxy molecules.

The heat treatment (propanetorch, _ 1925°C)and polymeric

_ coating were found to improvethe compositeshear strengthof PVA- or

H20-sized _hornelgraphite compositesby a factor of approximatelytwo

-- or more without significantadverseeffectson fiber mechanical

properties. However, neitherof these processesalone resulted in a
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significantimprovement. Ease of productionand economic

considerationsmake this method an attractiveone.

It is believed that the heat treatmentserves severalpurposes in

-- addition to fiber oxidation. The temperatureand gaseous pressure

generatedmay decompose foreigncontaminantsand remove them from the

fiber surface, therebyenhancingmore intimatecontactbetween the

fiber and matrix. The heat treatmentalso increasesporosity due to

sublimationor volatilizationof absorbed low molecularweight

-- material within the pores of the fiber.

In one of the wet chemical methods the graphite fibers are

oxidized in an aqueoussodium iodate (NaIO4) solutionwhich imparts

_ carbonyl functionalityto the fiber surface. The proposed reaction is

as follows:

H H

_C-OH
Q H H

@

_.G + IO_+ HzO

® X

where(I)representsthe graphite fiber with adjacenthydroxylson the

_ surface, (2) representsthe iodate complex, and (3) representsthe

carbonyl-substitutedfiber with reductionby-products. The degree of

carbonyl substitutionis a functionof time and temperature. A

coarse-grainedfiber surface resultsafter exposure to NaIO4 for

moderate periodsof time or high temperature.
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-- In the other wet chemical processcarbonyl functionalityon the

graphite fiber surface is achievedby reaction in an aqueousdioxane

osmium tetroxidesolution. The proposedmechanism,which is given

-- below, shows OsO4 reactingwith the graphite surface (4) to form the

osmate ester complex (5). This reverts to a surfacecontaining 1,2-

diols (I) and OsO4 is reduced to the higher valence state metal. The

hydroxyls are oxidized to carbonyls (3) by NaIO4 (as in the preceding

method) and as an importantsecondaryreaction,Os is oxidized to

-- OsO4, thus forminga regenerativecycle.

H H H

- o i<)i-C-0£1
"" _ + 01 (VIIc, >o, o o.

® " ® _ O
H
#

NaIO4 |,,'"-C-O
__--_C-O +0,o4

@

Dauksysalso proposeda mechanismby which the carbonylated

qraphite surface is coupled to the oxirane ring of the epoxy molecule.

This reaction involves formationof a stannicchloride (SnCl4)

-- intermediateby reacting SnCI4 (in 2-butanone)with the carbonylated

graphite surface (3)to form a complex. This reaction proceedsas

follows:
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C-O SnCl4 _ (
-- " G = "_G SnCI '- ','-(

 c-o )
(_) %H LH B

® @ s.c%

H "A" indicatesthat carbonyl may remain unreacted,
_O-CH, proceedas adjacentcarbonyl,or is further<O-CH_ _G reacted to carboxyl.

(
t_%A % "B" indicatesthe rest of expoy polymer.®

As can be seen from scanningelectron photomicrographsof

fracturedsurfaces,both wet chemicaloxidation processesenhance

graphite fiber-epoxyresin adhesion. Both treatmentsimprove the

composite interlaminarshear strengthwith only minor degradationof

-- the fiber properties.

Scola and Both [33] increasedthe specificsurface area of the

fiber by increasingoxidationexposure. As illustratedin Figure 2.2,

they reported that shear strength increasedwith the surfacearea of

graphite fiber. Compositesmade from nitric acid-oxidizedgraphite

-- fibers had shear strengthsof 5.9 x 107 N/m2 (8,500psi) compared to

2.4 x 107 N/m2 (3,500psi) for those with untreatedfibers. Figure

2.2 also shows an increasein transversetensilestrength with surface

area, but the degree of the increaseis not as great.

Many of today'scommercialgraphite fibers are treatedbut the

exact nature of the treatmentis not divulged for proprietaryreasons.

Table 2.1 [20]compares the surfaceareas and composite shear

strengthsof a series of untreatedfibers and fibers treatedby Union

Carbide, Hitco, Courtaulds,and Morganite. Given the large increases

in composite shear strength with fibers treatedby the latter three
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Figure 2.2 Shear and transversestrengthsof unidirectionalgraphite-
fiber-reinforcedepoxy-resincomposites [33].
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TART._. 2.1
Comparisonof fiber surface areas and compositeshear strengthsa [20]

Fiber
specific

-- surface Composite short-beam
areab shear strenqthc'd

Fiber Treatment (m2/q) (N/m2x107) (psi)

Thornel 50 H20 size 0.55 2.55 3700
Thornel 50 PVA size 0.59 2.76 4000
Thornel 50 Oxidation 2.5 4.83 7000
Hitco HMG-50 None 0.87 3.31 4800
Hitco HMG-50 By manufacturer 0.66 4.48 6500
Hitco _4G-50 Oxidation 7.3 5.86 8500

-- Morganite I None 0.11 2.76 4000
Morganite I By manufacturer 0.13 6.21 9000
CourtauldsB None 0.31 2.76 4000

-- CourtauldsB By manufacturer 0.39 6.21 9000

ascola and Brooks (1970).
_ bMeasured by low-temperatureadsorptionof krypton

(Beebeet al., 1945).
CUnidirectionalgraphite fiber-2256-0820epoxy
resin composites,_55 vol% fiber. Cure cycle, 2 hr

-- at 80"C (200psi) + 2 hr at 150"C.
dShear strengthmeasured at a span-to-depthratio of 5/I.
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manufacturersas compared to their untreatedfibers,it is more likely

that these increasesare dependenton surface reactivityrather than

surface area. Similarly,Drzal and co-workers [18,19]found that the

surface area of graphite fibers treatedby Hercules increasedonly

slightly (7-10%)after treatment. They concludedthat the increase in

surface area alone could not be responsiblefor the improvedstrength

_ characteristicsof the surface-treatedfiber composites.

From these investigations,it is apparent that both increased

fiber surfacearea and surface reactivitycontributeto improved

composite shear strength,however it is difficultto obtain a

quantitativecorrelation. The adhesivebond strength is also affected

_ by other factors such as fiber contamination,variabilityin fiber

quality, and fabricationparameters. Even consideringthese factors,

the type of failure-- fiber,matrix, or fiber-matrixinterface--

must be determined in order to make a quantitativeassessmentof the

roles of surface area, surface reactivity,and wettabilityin adhesive

_ bonding [7,19,32,34,35].

Williams and Kousiounelos [36] reporteda new advanced fiber

compositeconcept in which thermoplasticfibers and fiber coatings

enhance the mechanicalpropertiesof continuousgraphite fiber epoxy

composites. The thermoplasticfibers assist in the intralaminarload

_ distributionand improve interlaminarstrengthand toughness. The

coatings behave as substantialbonding control layers applied to the

fiber surface and should not be interpretedas a "treating". They

control fiber and matrix debonding, contain individualfiber fractures

which decreasesfiber-fiberflaw communication,and control fiber
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pull-out. Fiber coatings tested in this study were polyvinylalcohol

and polysulfone. Both of these coatings significantlyenhancedthe

notched fracturetoughnessand unnotchedtensile strengthof the fiber

-- laminates.

2.3 Adhesion and Cohesion

2.3.1 Surface Enerqy and Wettabilityof GraphiteFibers

2.3.1.I Qualitativeaspects

Zisman [37]and others [38-40]have shown that the general

-- requirementsfor a good adhesive are as follows:

(I) The adhesivemust completely wet the adherend surface in

order to obtain intimatecontact.

(2) The adhesivemust become viscousor solidifyduring the

bonding stage.

(3) The adhesivemust have the abilityto deform during

solidificationto relieve internalstressescaused by

thermal and cure shrinkage.

_ These requirements,however, place certain conditionson surfaces

to be bonded. The first conditionis that the surfacemust be free of

foreignparticlesand easily wetted by the adhesive. The second

condition is that a large interracialarea of intimatecontact is a

prerequisitewhether the adhesivebond is due primarilyto van der

Waals physicaladsorption forcesor to chemical bond formation.

Thermodynamically,a high-surface-energysolid surface is the

most conduciveto good wetting, particularlyif the adhesivecontains

polar functionalgroups. In order for the adhesive to wet the

surface,the surface energy of the adherendmust be greater than the
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adhesive surfaceenergy [7,41]. For spontaneousspreading,the fiber

surface tension should be about 45 dynes/cm so that it exceeds that of

the adhesive (35-45dynes/cm)for polar organics.

-- The chemical compositionand structuralfeaturesof the fiber

surface determine the magnitudeof surface free energy. Graphite

fibers have appreciablenumbers of surfaceoxides which produce a

hlgh-energysurface but the presence of contaminantssuch as adsorbed

water vapor can lower the surface tensionand lead to incomplete

-- wetting. Poor wetting can produce voids at the interfacewhich may

concentratestresses and initiatecracking. If complete wetting is

obtained, it is theoreticallypossible that resin adsorptionon high-

_ energy surfacescan provideadhesive strength far in excess of the

cohesive strengthof the resin [7,42,43].

The geometryof the surface roughnesscan help or hinder wetting.

The porosityof the coating permits interlockingwith the polymer to

take place, changing the locus of any failureprocess and making it a

_ mostly cohesive one. Wetting flaws that exist with a plane surface

are all lined up in one plane, facilitatingcrack propagationfrom any

one flaw. This is not the case for a rough surface. The pores should

be funnel-shapedand have as few sharp edges as possible since these

give rise to stress concentrations. Pore penetrationshould be as

complete as possible to preventair pockets. The polymer should set

slowly to reduce thermalstresses. Provided that roughnessesare not

conduciveto pocket formation,and particularlywhen interlocking

occurs, rugosityof a surfacecan be an effective factor in the

formationof a strong adhesivebond [44].
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2.3.1.2 Quantitativeaspects

_ The interracialfree energy (or tension)can be expressed in

terms of the surface tensionsof the two homogeneousphases which are

in contact [35]:

= _ _d d
- 712 71 + 72 2'_I 72 (2.I)

The qeometricmean in the last term is based only on the dispersion

part of the surface free energiesand is not unusual in physical

interactions. Considerphase I prior to contact with phase 2.

Surfaceconcentrationof the molecules is lower than that of the bulk

due to the inward force of the surface tension 7I. When phases I and

2 are brought in contact, the surface tension71 is reducedby the

force across the interfacein the opposite direction. This tension

depends almost entirelyon the dispersion force interactionand is

expressedas the geometricmean 1 72 " Hence, the surface tension

71 is reduced to 71 - _7_7; • A similar argumentcan be given
for

_ _ d d
phase 2, reducingits surface tension to 72 /_I 72 " Adding

= these two expressionsyields Equation 2.1, the interracialtension.

Good, workingwith Girifalco [45]and later co-workers [46,47],

introducedan "interactionefficiency"parameter _ to account for

inefficienciesin interracialforce interactions. They believe that

these inefficienciesarise because not all forces in material I can ~

-- interactwith all forces in material 2 since some force components

have no counterpartin the other material. Also, poor lattice fit at
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the interfacecan decrease the number and intensityof interracial

force interactions. Good expressedthe effectiveinteractionterm as

A12 = _ _ ALIA22

and the correspondingexpression for interracialtension as

-- Y12= YI+ Y2 - @71/_

-- where _ = #A_V

I/3
4 (VIV2)

= I/3
(VI + V2I/3)2

Vl, V2 = molar volumesof phases I and 2

@A = ratio of force componentswhich can interact across the

interfaceto the total internalforce components.

Huntsberger [48]reasoned that selectingadhesiveswhich satisfy

the sole criterionY; < Yc (YI _ surface tensionof adhesive;Yc 5

-- critical surface tensionof adherend)limits the selectionto low-

energy adhesiveswhich will fail cohesively. If an adhesive with

surface tension Y; > 7c is used, the predictedwork of adhesioncan

_ exceed 2Yc, however, interracialcontactmay be incomplete.

Huntsbergeralso showed that, in general, the spreadingrate for

-- adhesiveshaving 71 > Yc is positive so with sufficient time, good

interracialcontact should be producedunless the adhesive

solidificationrate is very rapid or the value yi-Yc is unusually

large.
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2.3.1.3 Methods of measuringsurface tension

_ The most direct method of obtainingvalues for surface tension is

by measuring the contactangle of various liquids to the surface.

However, becauseof the geometry and small filamentdiameterof

graphite fibers,it is difficultto obtain accuratemeasurements

[3,7]. Bobka and Lowell [49]report the contact angle between water

_ and graphite fiber to be 36" and it is not altered by treatmentfor 15

minutes at 500°C in an air stream. However,as shown in Table 2.2,

the wettabilityof the graphite fiber for two epoxy resins appeared to

improveconsiderablywith this treatment.

The flotationmethod is another techniquewhich can be used to

_ determinecritical surface tension Yc" Due to irregularsurface

structure,small filamentdiameter,and small difference in density

between filament and flotationliquids, it is difficultto obtain

unequivocalestimatesof Yc on graphite fibers [7].

Usin_ the wicking technique,Chwiastiak [50] found the surface

-- tensionof mild gas-phaseof nitric acid-oxidizedThornel 50 graphite

fiber to be 20-30 dynes/cmwhile ozone-oxidized_hornel 50 had a value

of 50-56 dynes/cm. He reportedthe value for untreatedThornel 50 to

be ( 0. The increase in total surface free energy due to fiber

treatmentis the result of an increase in the polar componentof the

fiber surface free energy [4]. He concluded,however, that this

increase in surface tensionor wettabilityof the fiber was not

sufficientto account for the increasedshear strengthof composites

made from oxidized fibers.
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TABLE 2.2

Contact angles between severalliquids and graphite fibers [7]

Contact
Liquid angle

Fiber Treatment phase (deg) Method

Graphite Untreated H20 36 Photomicrographb
(Thornel25) ERLA-0400 12 -+7

- ERLA-2744 32 -+8

Graphite Heated in H20 38 -+8 Photomicrographb
(Thornel25) 2 cm3/min ERLA-0400 4.3 -+0.6

02 stream for ERLA-2774 5.4 -+0.7
15 rain,500°C,
followedby

-- thermal
desorption

-- ajones and Porter (I966).
bBobka and Lowell (1966).
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2.3.2 Theories of Adhesion

-- It is now recognizedthat ordinarydispersionor van der Waals'

forces can be responsiblefor adhesive strengthsfar greater than

experiencedin practice if sufficientlyintimatecontact is achieved.

In many cases only dispersionforces interactacross an interface--

dipole and induceddipole forces contribute little or no interactions.

However, hydrogen bondingcan enhance adhesion. Chemicalbonding

and/or chemisorptionmay provide the links across the interfacein

some cases [35].

2.3.2.1Polymer adsorption

Given a polymer adhesive that wets a surface and advancesover

-- it, it is importantto consideron a molecularscale the manner by

which the polymer becomes attached. Eirich [44] and Stromberg [51]

reportedthat polymermolecules are absorbed from solutionmore or

less as random coils, anchoring segmentsof their length to the

interfaceat intermittentintervals. Other polymermoleculescan

-- become entangled in the interveningloops, creating a system of

interpenetratingcoiled molecules in an adsorbed layer of

approximatelybulk density. They had no reason to believe that

adsorptionfrom the melt would be qualitativelydifferent. Since

polymermoleculesare adsorbed at variouspoints 100 Angstromsor more

-- apart, their attachmentto the interfaceis rather insensitiveto

surfacevariations. Eirich also pointedout that a unique aspect of

polymer adsorptionis its very slow reversibilitydue to the required

simultaneityof desorptionof the various anchor points. Another

attractive featureof polymer adsorptionis that, since polymershave
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smallervolume contractionsduring cooling than most other organic

_ substances,they generallymaintainbetter molecularcontactsduring

solidification.

As an adhesive polymerwets a surface, it does so in competition

with any impuritieswhich are at the original interface. There are

also impuritiesin the polymer which may have an affinity for the

_ polymer-substrateinterface,form an interlayer,and thus sever the

polymer-substratebond. External impuritiessuch as water or organic

vapors may collect at the interfaceand, unless the adhesivehas good
D

barrier properties,can lead to rapid destructionof the bond even if

it was initiallystrong. The presenceof certain agents such as

_ nitriles,ketones,multihydricacids, alcohols,or amines at the

interfacemay prevent polymeradsorptioncompletely [42,44].

-- In cases where chemisorptionoccurs, an extensivechemical attack

converts the original substrate into a porous surface to allow

interlockingwith the polymer. The pore walls may be primed to reduce

-- the contact angle and enhance interpenetration. It is critical that

there be no adhesivecontaminationwithin the pores during the wetting

process [44].

2.3.2.2 Improbabilityof adhesion failure

Several authors [41,42]have argued both theoreticallyand with

_ extensiveexperimentaldata that the formationof specific interracial

bonds across an adhesive-adherendinterfaceis neithernecessarynor

essentialto form a good bond. They contend that every material

adheres to every other material,provided that good interracial

contact is achieved. This close contact alone should yield an
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adhesive bond strong enough to cause failure in either the adhesiveor

the adherend,but not at the interface. Tensile and peel strength

tests of adhesivejoints by Bolger and Michaels [43] never failed to

-- show small quantitiesof either the adhesiveor the adherendphases

remainingon one or the other of the fracturedsurfaces,indicating

cohesive failure.

_ Bikerman [42]claims that rupture almost never takes place

between two differentmaterials; instead,one of the materialsmaking

up the adhesive bond breaks down. _e postulated that interracial

attractiveforcesbetween two phases never deviate appreciablyfrom

the approximation

-- A12 = _AIIA22

where All and A22 are the intermolecularattractive forces in phases I

and 2, and AI2 is the intermolecularattractiveforce across the

interface. Ass_ning this approximationholds, then unless A Ii and A22

are equal, AI2 will always be larger than one or the other of the

cohesive force terms, renderingcohesive rather than adhesive

failure.

Bikerman also bases his argument for cohesive failureon

probability. In most systems,an interphaseof variable composition

exists between the adhesive and the adherend,rather than an

_ atomicallysharp interface. However, if a sharp interfaceexists,

mechanical separationdoes not proceed along it since the probability

becomes small that the loci of separationwill lie entirely along the

interface. Consider a crack which begins between an atom of the
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adhesive and an atom of the adherend. For adhesive failureto occur,

the crack must grow between the next pair of adhesiveand adherend

atoms. Tne only alternativesare for the crack to advance either

between two atoms of the adhesiveor between two atoms of the

adherend. Assuming each atom occupies an approximatelycubical space,

it can be seen that there are three adhesive-adhesivepaths and three

- adherend-adherendpaths for every adhesive-adherendpath. Tnus, if

the probabilitiesof all paths are equal, there is a one-in-seven

chance that the crack will progress between two differentmaterials.

_le same possibilitiesfor separationexist at each interracialatomic

diameter,hence the probabilityof a crack growing along the interface

for the space of n atoms is (_)n-1. In reality,however,
the

probabilityof interracialcracks is smallerbecausenot all paths are

equally probable.

Bikerman [42] gives the followingequation as an approximationof

the breaking stress fm of the adhesivebond:

I
fm= _ (_ - s)

-- where _ = theoreticalcohesive stress of the adhesivematerial

8 = stress concentrationfactordue to heterogeneityof all

solids

= stress concentrationfactorcaused by the theological

differencebetween adherendand adhesive

_ s = "frozen" stress (usuallydue to shrinkage) in the adhesive.

Tnis equation appliesas long as the adherend is stronger than the

adhesiveand there is no weak boundary layer at the interface. The
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ratio is often approximatelyequal to the tensile strengthof the

adhesive in bulk. Thus, when e is approximatelyone and s is small,

f = _; in other words, the breaking stressof the adhesivebond ism

-- nearly equal to the tensile strengthof the adhesive. Several

investigators[52-54]have noticed this equality.

2.4 Role of the Interfacein CompositeIntegrity

The transmissionof stress between fiber and matrix depends on a

strong interracialbond which resists failure [32,55]. For this

- reason, the degree of contact and the cohesive forcesat the interface

are of considerableimportance [7]. Inherenttangentialstresses due

to thermal effects are presentat the interfaceand these affect bond

_ strength. The bond strengthcan be measured by several techniques.

The fracturemode of the compositealso dependson the strengthof the

-- interface. These interracialaspectswill be discussed in this

section.

2.4.1 Requirementsof the Interface

The interfacemust be able to withstandmechanical and thermal

deformationsin a more or less reversiblemanner. In order to do this

-- it must combine reasonablestrength with the ability to absorb

mechanicalenergy. Tangentialstresses,which will be discussedin

detail later, arise at the interfacedue to inevitabledifferencesin

_ the coefficientsof thermal expansion,moduli, and Poisson ratiosof

the two materials. These stressescan lead to dewettingor crack

-- formationsalong the interfaceand hence weaken the compositesince

interracialflaws act as stress concentrators. The presenceof an
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elastomericinterphaserather than a mere interfacehelps reduce these

stresses. The interphaseis a transitionlayer in which there is a

gradualchange in propertiesfrom the bulk phase. Figure 2.3

illustratesthis concept. Also, stresses are reducedduring bond

formationif one of the materialshas a wide softeningrange rather

than a sharp phase transition. Another advantageis for the adhesive

to undergo small volume changesduring the solidificationprocess.

Also, selectingmaterials with relativelyhigh stiffnessratios will

minimize the shear stress concentration [7,32,44].

If the interphaseis constructedsuccessfully,the failurelocus

moves into the polymer, thus the polymer strengthbecomes the limiting

factor governingcomposite strength. Other polymer propertiesaffect

interfacepropertiesso the polymer should have good adhesiveand

barrier properties,slowly varying propertieswith temperature,and

sufficientmodulus, strength and deformability. Obviously,a simple

polymer cannot fulfillall these requirementsso block and graft

copolymers and factorssuch as crystallinity and cross-linkingmust

be considered [7,44].

2.4.2 Bond Characteristicsof the Interface

To assume a surfaceor interfaceis smoothon a molecular scale

is a gross oversimplification.All surfaces are rough and, except in

rare cases, have foreignmoleculesadsorbed on them. By using refined

techniques,it has been found that the verticaldistance between the

highest peak and the deepest trough is on the order of 100-1000A for

the flattestsurface possible. The values for normal surfaces are

much higher--onthe order of microns or greater. Bonding of the two
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Figure 2.3 Cross-sectionof a typicalsolid surface. The solid is
shaded, and the gradationof shading indicatesgradual
change of propertieson nearing the interfacewith air
(white) [12].
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phases in the interphasemay be due to primaryor secondarybonds,

-- assuming there is no entrappedair, foreign adsorbedmolecules,or

impurities. Covalentbonds have the smallest range of action (-I A)

and van der Waals' have the greatest (N5 A). Hence, the two phases

must approach to within this sort of distance to obtain a strong

boundary layer or interface [12].

-- As with bulk materials, there is considerabledifference in the

theoreticaland actual values of interfacestrength. Using atomic

bonding forces, the theoreticalstrength is calculatedto be in the

range 1-10 x 106 psi. This is within an order of magnitudeof the

modulus (E/10)for many materials. Aztual strengthvalues observed

-- are in the range 1-100 x 103 psi. This large differencemay be due

to the presence of flaws or voids which give rise to stress

concentrations. The relative importanceand magnitudeof different

types of interatomicand intermolecularbonding forces can also

contributeto these differences [12].

-- 2.4.3 MicroresidualStress Effects on InterracialBond Strength

During the fabricationprocessmicroresidualstressesare

inherentlyproduced at the interface. This is illustratedin

Fiqure 2.4. The curing temperatureis above the glass transition

temperatureof the resin which means the resin is in the rubberyand

-- minimum stress state. As the resin cools and reaches%, it

solidifiesand is able to supporta load. If the resin cools

unrestrainedit will contract;however, if the fiber-resinbond formed

is strong it will preventcontractionat the interfaceand the resin
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FIBER
- RESIN
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Figure 2.4 Schematicdiagram of resin shrinkagein reinforcedfiber-
resin composites;thermallyinducedlongitudinalstresses

_ [7].

Fiqure 2.5 Thermallyinducedradial stresses in a square array of
fibers in a resin matrix [56].
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will be in a state of stress. This room temperaturestress for a

graphite-epoxycompositecan be calculatedas follows [7]:

Au = ur - ef = (4.8x 10-5 - 0.1 x 10-5)m/m/"C= 4.7 x 10-5 m/m/"C

AT = 135°C - 25"C = 110°C, from Tg to room temperature

strain = Aunt = (4.7x 10--5m/re°C)(110"C)= 5.17 x 10--3m/m

stress = modulus x strain = (3.45x 109 N/m2)(5.17x 10-3m/m)

= 1.78 x 107 N/m2

where a = coefficientof thermal expansion.

--- Since the fiber-resininterfaceis already in a state of thermally-

induced shear stress,the load required to fail the specimenwill be

lower than if the sample were not prestressed.

As shown in Figure 2.5, there are also stresses normal to the

fiber directionwhich can be either tensileor compressive. The

fiber-resininterfaceis strengthenedby the compressivestressesbut

weakenedby those which are tensile. These stresses,which are

induced by thermalcure shrinkage,increaseas the relative stiffness

ratio Ef/Em decreasesand the fiber volume ratio increases. In

the case of a graphite-epoxycomposite the compressivestressesare

approximately1.4 x 107 N/m2 (2000psi) and the radial tensile

stresses are approximately3.4 x 106 N/m2 (500psi). The effect of

this latter stress is to reduce the transversetensilestrengthof the

_ composite. The compressivestressestend to increase the composite

longitudinaltensilestrength and shear strength. The effect on the

-- compositeof the interactionof all residualstresses is difficult to

predict, especiallywhen the interfaceis subjectedto various

environments[56-58].
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2.4.4 Methods for MeasuringInterfaceBond Strength

-- The interfacialstress state and bond strengthcan be obtainedby

several methodswhich are either direct or indirect. The direct

methods involvemodel studies with either single fiberscast in a

matrix or multifibers. The photoelasticmethod of multifiber

inclusionis the most reliablemethod to determinepoint stress

-- states. The most common and convenient test used to measure average

bond strength is the fiber pullout test. The short-beamshear and

transversestrengthtests can be used to indirectlyassess the

interfacebond strength. The short-beamshear test is convenientfor

quality control and for determiningenvironmentaleffects. The

-- indirectmethods can be viewed as qualitativebut when interpreted

properly can serve as quantitativetests [7].

2.4.4.1Sinqle fiber pullout model

Single fiber pullout tests to measure shear strengthcan be

conducted in t_3 ways. In the first case, a single fiber is embedded

-- in a polymer matrix and is failed by loadingthe resin matrix. In the

secondcase, the fiber is partiallyembedded and is failedby loading

the fiber. This method is believed to have the followingadvantages

[11:

(I) more similargeometricallyto an actual composite

-- (2) residual stressesproduced in the specimendue to resin

curing are similar to those in an actual composite

(3) failure initiationis more realistic.

The expressionfor shear stress is as follows,assuming there is

a uniformdistributionalong the interface [6]:
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P _rm m
2_r£ 2£

where T = averageshear strengthof bond

P = maximum load appliedto fiberm

r --radius of fiber

_ £ = embedded fiber length

= maximum stress applied to fiber.m

Fiber strength influencesthe embedded fiber length since the fiber

will fail in tensionbefore pulloutoccurs if the embeddedlength

exceeds the maximum embedded length which is given by

aultr
2T

where _ult= ultimate fiber strength.

An experimentaltechniquefrequentlyused to evaluate shear

_ strength involvesmeasuring the failureload as a functionof embedded

fiber length and plotting P versus £. Tne shear strength is then
m

determined from the slope of this straight line relationship. Shear

strengthvalues determined in this manner are only an averagevalue

since stress concentrationsexist at the fiber ends and exit points

_ from the matrix [6].

Two types of single filamentspecimenswere developedto test

fiber bond strength. The trapezoidalspecimen was designed so that

the interfacefails in shear when the specimen is axially loaded in

compressionsince the sloping sides producea sharplychanging axial

_ stress. The curved neck specimenwas designed to fail by tensile

debonding rather than shear failure. A compressiveaxial load on this

specimen produces radial expansionsince Poisson'sratio of the matrix
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is greater than that of the fiber. Consequentlyan interracial

tensile stress given by the followingexpression is created [6]:

S = debonding stress

 mC.m-.fEf
(I+Um)Ef + (1-Uf-2gf2)Em

-- where _ = axial stresson minimum sectionm

= Poisson'sratio

E = elasticmodulus.

Bond failurecan be visually observed in these specimensas a

separationat the fiber-matrixinterfacewhich begins at the neck or

-- area of minimum cross-sectionwhere the stress is highest.

Mozzo and Chabord [59]suggestedan alternativemethod for

analyzingthe data of the curved neck specimen. Insteadof using the

_ maximum load or axial stress at bond failure initiation,they used the

area under the force-deflectioncurve. This method is advantageous

-- when the resin matrix exhibitsnonlinearelastic behavior.

For fiber diameters less than 10 mils tensiledebondingor shear

debondingmethods should be used, dependingon which mode of failure

_ is of the greatest interest. The tensiledebonding test is more

reproducibleand bond failuresare easier to observe [6].

-- Mullin et al. [60] used an optical microscopeto observe the

fracturemodes of single filamentsembedded in epoxies. A single

fracture plane in the resin normal to the fibers and emanating from

_ the point of fiber failurewas the most common form of fracture

observed. Bond failureoccurred at the interfacein specimenswith a

-- ductilematrix capableof resistingthe initialtendency to crack. By
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observing which mechanism takes precedence,the tensile strengthof

-- the matrix can be compared to the bond strength.

2.4.4.2 Short-beamshear test

The short-beamshear test consistsof subjectinga rectangular

bar having a span-to-depthratio of approximatelyfour to symmetric

three-pointbending. Two stationarycircular rods called reaction

-- noses supportthe specimenand a third circular rod called the loading

nose, moving at a constantrate, appliesthe external load by making

contact with the specimen. Accordingto the Euler-Bernoulli

assumptions,the shear stress T is parabolicallydistributedacross_ xy

the face of the specimenwith a maximum at the center of the face

-- given by [61,62]

3P
T = -- (2.2)

-- XYmax 4db

where P = load applied at center of beam

b = width of beam

d = depth of beam.

Txy representsthe compositeshear strengthwhen P = Pc' the fracture

-- load of the composite.

Studying unidirectionalgraphite-epoxycomposites,Danielset al.

[62]observednon-lineardeformationand yield which they attributed

entirely to shear. They concluded that most of the apparent initial

linear deformationwas due to machine compliance and loading nose

-- indentation. Their experimentaldata showed a strong dependenceof

short beam shear strengthon the span-to-depthratio, namely

decreasing shear strength with increasingL/d. Tney also observed a
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sudden drop in the short beam shear strengtharound the glass

-- transitiontemperature.

Despite the fact that the short-beamshear test has been widely

used to determine the interfacebond strength,several workers [61,63]

have pointed out that it is not a true shear test and that

interpretationof the experimentaldata using Equation 2.2 is not

-- completely accurate. Bader et al. [63]observed broken test-piecesand

found that in most cases failurewas flexuralrather than interlaminar.

_nerefore,they concluded that the short-beamshear test was not a

satisfactorymeasure of the interfacestrength. Berg et al. [61]

pointedout that the Euler-Bernoullihypothesesof beam bendingapply

- only to a beam with a large span-to-depthratio. Also, accordingto

classical theory on which Equation 2.2 is based, the stress

distributionis the same on all transversefaces regardlessof position

along the beam axis. On the contrary, the vertical plane lying

directly under the concentratedcentral load is a plane of symmetry and

-- thus has no shear stresses acting on it. Because of these deviations,

they recommendedthat the short beam shear test be used only as a

screeningtest for compositematerials.

2.4.4.3Transverse tensilestrength

The transversetensilestrengthof the compositeis directly

-- affectedby the strengthof the interface. It is also affectedby the

tensile strengthof the matrix. Regardingtransversestrength,there

are two limitingcases [8]:

(I) fiber and interfaceare very strong

(2) interfaceis very weak.
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In the first case, failure is expected to occur in the matrix

with the failurecrack avoiding the fibers. In the second case,

failureoccurs at points of minimum thicknessof the matrix, i.e.

points of closest approachof fibers. A simple statisticalestimate

of the mean minimum distance between fiber axes is L = 1/V_, where N

is the number of fibers per unit area of compositesurface when viewed

-- normal to the fiber axis. Thus, the mean closest approach for fibers

I
having radius a is d =-- 2a. Expressing this in terms of the fiber

volume fractionVf, d = a - 2). For a weak fiber-matrix

interface (i.e. interfacialstress <<_m), the transversestrength will
d

_ be reducedby the ratio _; hence,

ut =Um (I- f_)

where ot = compositetransversetensile strength

_ o = matrix tensile strength [8].
m

For the case where interfacestrength is greater than the matrix

strength,the situationis complicatedbut it is reasonableto assume

a rule of mixtures. Applying this rule, the compositetransverse

tensilestrength is given by the followingexpression [8]:

_t= _m(I- ) + '_!z(
where o' = averagetensile stress necessaryto separate the fiber from

the matrix under transverseloading.

In a study of Thornel 50-epoxycomposites,Elkin et al. [64]

found that the transversestrengthdecreased as the fiber content
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4O

increased. From their results they concluded that the transverse

_ tensile strength test is a sensitiveone for assessing the conditionof

the interracialbond.

2.4.5 Influenceof InterracialBond Strength on the Composite Failure

Modes

The bond quality at the interfaceplays a predominaterole in

_ determiningthe type of fracturesurface that a compositewill exhibit

when loaded in the fiber direction. A strong interracialbond

generallyyields a sharp, well-definedbreak while a poor bond results

in progressivefracture,that is, bond failure, followedby matrix

failure,and finally fiber failure [7,9].

_. Chamis [65] studiedphotomicrographsof graphite-epoxycomposite

fracture surfacesand observed that a strong,an intermediate,and a

weak bond each result in a distinctlydifferent fracture surface.

Figure 2.6 schematicallyillustratesthe three failuremodes. Using

optical and scanningelectronmicroscopy,Bader et al. [63]observed

-- the same three failuremodes as Chamis but termed them "brittle,"

"progressive,"and "multipleshear." Brittle fracture,characterized

by a near planar fracturesurface (Figure2.6a) and very little fiber

pullout, is associatedwith high interracialstrength,low fiber volume

fraction,and low energy absorption. Compositesexhibitingbrittle

-- fracture have high stiffnessand static strengthbut tend to be notch-

sensitive [7,32]. The specimenwith intermediatebond strength,shown

in Figure 2.6b, has an irregularfracturesurface and some fiber

pullout. This progressivemode is associatedwith moderate fiber

volume fraction (0.4-0.6)and intermediateenergy absorption. The
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DEBONDINGOR
-- ,MATRIX SHEAR

FAILURE
FILAMI

-- PULLOUT INITIALCRACK

(a) {b) (c)

Figure 2.6 Longitudinaltensile failuremodes. (a) Brittle,
_ (b) brittlewith filamentpullout, (c) irregular [65].
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fracturesurfaceof the compositewith a very poor interfacebond is

-- shown in Figure 2.6c and is characterizedby pronounced irregularity

and fiber pullout. This multiple shear mode shows extensive

delaminationand is associatedwith high energy absorption. Wadsworth

and Spilling [66]observed that broken fibers recede within the matrix

in compositeshaving a weak interracialbond.

-- When a composite is subjectedto bending stresses,interface

failureor overallcomposite failuremay occur. Interfacefailure is

undesirablebecause it does not allow the fibers to develop their full

load-carryingability. For a compositebeam subjectedto three-point

bending, Greszczuk [9] reported that the interfacestrength requiredto

-- obtain overall composite failurerather than interfacefailure is given

by

-- Ef

-- where r = fiber radius

L = span length

Ef = fiber modulus

EL = compositemodulus [givenby rule of mixtureElk + E (l-k)]-- m

k = volume fractionof fibers

-- o = maximum composite stress.

2.4.6 Mechanismof Load Transfer at the Interface

Figure 2.7 gives a mechanisticrepresentationof load transfer in

_ a short fiber composite under tensile stress for both an elastic and

an inelasticmatrix. In the case of an elasticmatrix, interracial

-- shear stress increasesrapidly to its maximum value then decays
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Figure 2.7 (a) Deformationmodel. Stress distributionat the
_ interfaceproduced by (b) elastic and (c) inelastic

matrix. _ml2 denotes interracialshear stress; _f
denotes fiber tensilestress [7]. ii
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rapidly away from the fiber end. The fiber axial stress increases

-- rapidly to its averagevalue and then remainsconstant. In the case of

an inelasticmatrix, interracialshear stress increasesto a value that

will cause the interfaceor matrix to behave inelastically

(plastically). The shear stress remainsat this value for a distance

alonq the fiber until the major portionof the load has been

- transferredto the fiber, then it decays rapidly [7,67].

The strengthof the interfacealso affects the load transfer

mechanism. If the interfaceis weak, when a fiber breaks the

interfacefails and the fiber ends recede in the hole in the matrix.

The load is then transferredto other fibers over a long frictional

-- transfer length. This length is much longer than the elastic transfer

length requiredwhen interfacefailuredoes not occur. Neighboring

fibers can shed almost all their increase in load to other fibers

which are furtheraway. Thus, a break in one fiber causes little

increasein the load in others, and the crack does not spread. In

-- this case, cracks in neighboringfibers are not correlated. In the

case of a strong interface,load is transferredto nearby fibers over

the same elastic transferlength as they need to shed it. This

_ creates a large stress concentrationand the crack is likely to

propagate into adjacent fibers. Becauseof this, a different failure

-- mode may result in compositeswith hiqh fiber contents [66,67].

The critical fiber lenqth is the length which is required for the

fiber to develop its fully stressedcondition in the matrix. This

length is affectedby the shear strengthof the fiber-matrix

interface, Ti, and is defined as
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ofr

c 2Ti

The ratio of the fiber length to the critical length is important

since short fibers tend to be pulled out during fracture whereas long

fibers will be broken. Critical fiber length can be determined by

-- plotting load versus length/diameter(L/df)data from fiber pullout

strength tests. Tensile failuresdenote fiber breaks while shear

failuresdenote fiber pullout from the matrix. The intersectionof

the lines connectingthese groups of points representsthe critical

fiber length. It should be noted that this length is very, very small

N on the order of three fiber diameters [7,8].

2.5 EnvironmentalEffects on the Fiber-MatrixInterface

One problem limitingthe use of polymer-matrixcompositesis

_ their poor reliabilityin wet environments,especiallyat elevated

temperatures[7,68]. Moisture-inducedcompositefailure involvesboth

-- surfacechemistryand fracturemechanicsand is due to a decrease in

interlaminarshear strength. Fiber composites also undergo strength

reductionon aging in ambientconditions for extended periodsof time.

_ Like moisture-inducedfailure,this effect manifests itself mostly at

elevated temperatures,and both resin and interfaceappear to

contribute to the reductionin mechanical properties. The effect of

temperatureon compositeinterlaminarshear strength has also been

investigated.

_ 2.5.1 Moisture Sensitivityof Graphite Fiber Composites

It is well-documentedthat moisture has adverseeffectson

-- adhesive bonding [68-72]. Tests have shown that many variables such
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as temperature,pH and ionic strengthof the water, resin formulation,

_ and surfaceconstitutionof the adherend influencethe rate of bond

degradation. Several investigators[70-72]have identifiedthree

general areas of water attack: the oxide surfaceof the adherend,the

polymer immediatelyadjacent to the adherend,and bulk polymer away

from the interface. Interracialand bulk polymer are distinguished

-- since the polymer near the adherend may have a different structure

from the bulk.

A distinctionshould be made between the effect of water on the

matrix alone and the effect of water on the interracialregion. This

is difficultto do in an experimentalstudy and many researcherstend

-- to emphasizethe interracialattack. For example, using scanning

electron microscopy,Patrickand co-workers [73]studied interracial

fracture surfacesand reportedthat the moisture-inducedfracture

appeared to have propagatedat the resin-adherendboundary. It should

be noted, however, that water sorptionby the resin and the ensuing

-- swelling can destroy the composite [7]. Whitney and Ashton [74]

calculated that matrix swelling due to long-termmoisture exposure

could significantlyaffect laminateproperties.

Ashbee and Farrar [75]and Farrar et al. [76]used an optical

interferencetechniqueto.detect changes in the physical state of the

-- fiber-matrixinterfacedue to water uptake. In this technique,a beam

of light is internallyreflectedfrom the interfacesand interracial

changes are manifestedby changes in transmittedlight intensity. For

opaque fibers such as carbon fibers,the resin is the transmission

medium.
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Water moleculescan enter the epoxy resin either by activated

-- diffusionor by flow in microcracksand capillaries. The presence of

water is accompaniedby swelling and plasticization,the latter

evidentby a reductionin the glass transitiontemperatureof the

resin. F1astic and possiblyplastic strain builds up in the resin

immediatelyadjacentto the fibersdue to resin dimensionalchanges.

-- Resin swelling,i.e. strain and rate of water uptake,may be deduced

frommeasurementstaken from photographsof the interferencepattern

of Newton's rings. The rate of chemical degradationdue to moisture

is slow if no free active groups or low molecular weight materialsare

present. In order for this to occur, however, the matrix must be

-- cured completely and this is rarely achieved in practice. Dissolution

of unreactedmolecules and/or impuritiescan create pocketsof

pressurewithin the resin which can be sufficientto stabilizethe

growth of flat disc-shapedcracks. Farrar et al. [76] pointedout

that the occurrenceof these interfacialpressure pockets signalsthe

-- onset of loss of load transfer.

Ashbee and Farrar [75] found that a significantconcentrationof

diffused water had collectedat the fiber-resininterfaceafter 550

hours of exposure to distilledwater at 95"C. This presumablyimplies

the presenceof solute at the interfaceor else there would be no

-- thermodynamicdriving force to cause precipitationof diffused water

since carbon is normallyhydrophobic.

It was initiallybelieved that moisture would not cause strength

reductionin graphite-epoxycompositesat room temperature [77,78].

However, early experimentalwork involvedcompositeswith initially
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low shear and flexuralstrengths. Later Scola [78]conductedboiling

-- water experimentson high-shear-strengthcompositescontaining

surface-treatedfibers. When subjectedto a 2-hourwater boil, these

compositessuffered losses in room-temperatureshear strength ranging

from 14 to 27%. Farrar et al. [76] found that debondingof joints in

boiling water is faster by a factor of 40 than debondingof joints in

room temperaturewater.

When consideringwater sorption in the resin itself, it should be

pointedout that microscopicalstudies [80,81]have shown that most

resins are not homogeneous. Instead,they consistof regionsof high-

density polymer separatedby narrow boundaryregionsof lower

-- molecular weight material. This structurearises because

polymerizationinitiatesfrom random points and proceeds radially. As

these regionsapproach each other, it is difficultfor them to

coalesce into a homogeneousnetwork; hence, polymerizationterminates,

leaving unreactedor partiallyreactedmaterial at the periphery,thus

-- giving rise to the high-densityregions. This low-molecular-weight

material can exist at an interfaceas a thin film or as a channel

between high-densityregions, in either case, offering pathways for

_ the easy entry of water into the interfacialregion. When graphite

fiber compositesare exposed to high humidityor water immersion,the

-- state of the interracialbond depends on the degree of equilibration

to the adverseenvironment [68].

Many commercialadhesivesare able to resist loss of adhesion in

_ the presenceof moisture by maintainingnon-equilibriumconditionsat
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the interface. They retain their useful lifetimesbecause of rate-

limiting factorswhich includethe following [43]:

(I) diffusionrate of water through the resin to the interface

-- (2) solubilityof water in the resin

(3) elasticmodulus of the resin, particularlyin the region

immediatelyadjacent to the interface

(4) surface topography (i.e.degree of roughness).

These factorsare affectedby the resin crosslinkdensity. In

-- general,diffusivityand solubilitydecrease with an increasein

crosslinkdensity while elastic modulus increases.

Voids createdby entrappedair during composite fabricationare

_ another cause for poor reliabilityin wet environments. When the

composite is stressed,voids can initiate internalcracking,creating

-- paths for the entry of moisture. While void size can be controlledby

fabricationtechniques,voids cannot be eliminatedaltogether. Bascom

and Romans [82] report that microvoids are inherentwhenever a viscous

_ resin impregnatesa strand or cloth of filamentssince the resin is

unable to completelydisplace the air between the filamentsat normal

-- rates of impregnation. Even in the absenceof moisture voids have a

detrimentaleffect on composite integrityand strengthsince they

weaken the interracialbond strength [7].

The resultsof Kaelbleet al. [68] indicatethat moisture

degradationof interfacesin graphite-epoxycomposites is essentially

-- irreversible. Fiber-matrixbondingoccurs before the epoxy matrix is

crosslinked,thereforelocal stress relaxationprocessesallow

rheologicalequilibriumat the bonded interface. After curing, the
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matrix remainscrosslinkedand residualelastic stresses prevent

rebondingof a damaged interface-- even when the resin temperatureis

raised above its glass transitionpoint.

2.5.2 InterlaminarShear StrengthDegradationDue to Water Immersion

Kaelble et al. [68]used a dispersion-polarinteractionmodel as

the basis for predictingbond strengthdegradationupon water

_ immersionof the fiber-matrixinterface. Surfaceenergy parameters

which define this three-phasemodel were given by the following

expressions:

d P 2 2
Yl = Y1 + Y1 = al + 61

d P 2 2
Y2 = Y2 + Y2 = a2 + 82

d P 2 2
Y3 = Y3 + Y3 = a3 + 83

where the subscripts I, 2, 3 representthe matrix, environmental

immersionphase, and the fiber, respectively,and the parameters

e (7d)1/2 and 8 (TP)1/2= = were introducedfor notational

-- convenience. These six surface energy terms are includedin the

Griffith relation for critical stress Oc for crack initiationas

defined by

_c I/2 oi/2 _2 I/2
- % = TG = (R2 _%)

where YG = Griffith surface energy

R2 0.25 [(_I 2 2]-- o = -u3) + (81-83)

R2 - H)2= (u2 + (82-K)2

H = 0.50 (u1 + u3)
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K = 0.50 (81+ 83)

-- E = Young'smodulus

c = crack length.

Assuming that changing the immersionenvironmentfrom air to water did

not significantly affect the m(xtulus E or crack length c (i.e. _c/2E

constant), Kaelble et al. found the ratio of fiber-matrixdebondingto

-- be

Oc(H20)/Uc(air)= 0.46 for HTS-BP-907composite. Hence, water

substantially reduced the interracial bond strength.

Kaelbleet al. also postulatedthat fracture in interlaminar

shear produced shear stresses which simultaneouslyfracture the fiber-

- matrix interfaceand the matrix itself. The composite interlaminar

shear strength %was obtained from the rule of mixtures

% = fIII + fmlm (2.3)

where 11 = interracialfailure

1 = matrix failure
m

-- fI = fractionalarea for interfacialfailure

f = fractionalarea for matrix failure
m

and fI = I - fro" Assuming

-- %o = IIo = Imo

m= mo

-- then

_c(H201
__ IIm = IIo -_ (a_

C

where the zero subscript indicatesno exposure to water and =
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indicatesinfiniteunderwater immersionand substitutingthese into

-- Equation 2.3, they obtained the followingrelation:

%. Oc (H20)

_ %---_= (I - fi) + fI Uc(air)

This relation was used to predict the degradationof composite

interlaminarshear strengthdue to water immersion. Tne analysis and

experimentaldata indicate that exposure to moisture merely weakens

rather than destroys the fiber-matrixshear bond strength. Kaelble

_ et al. report that exposure to 95% relativehumidity or water

immersionat I00"C for times greater than 200 hours results in a 30 to

50% reductionin interlaminarshear strength.

2.5.3 Effect of AmbientAging on CompositeStrength

Forest [83]was the first to report the phenomenonof flexural

-- and shear strength loss in compositesdue to aging under ambient

conditions. He noticed that graphlte-epoxyand boron-epoxycomposites

only showed degradationat elevated temperatures(>200"F)while glass-

epoxy compositeslost strengthat room temperature. Tables 2.3 and

2.4 illustratethe flexuraland shear strength losses for graphite-

- and boron-epoxycomposites.

Scola [79]measured the short-beamshear strengthof four

ambient-agedgraphite-polyimidecompositesat room temperature,500°F,

and 600°F. At room temperature,these compositessuffered a maximum

of 10% reductionin strengthand some compositeswere not affected by

_ ambient aging. The 500°F results were difficultto interpret. Some

compositesshowed a 2-16% decrease while others showeda 10-21%

increase in shear strength. Similarly,shear strengthchanges at
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TABLE 2.3

Summaryof selectedliteraturedataa on longitudinalflexural
strength of ambient-agedgraphite-epoxyresin composites [83]

- 350°F Flexural strength (ksi)

Compositesystem Ambient After
-- aging ambient Peroent

fiber-resinb (weeks) Initial aging decrease

_ HTS(c)-X-904c'd I 115.I 117.0 None
HTS(s)-X-904c ,d 2 104.7 63.7 39
HTS(s)-X-904c ,d 5 155.2 112.0 38

_ HTS(s)-X-904c,d 30 123.5 69.7 44
GY-70(c)-X-904c,d 6 69.2 48.6 30
HTSIcl-3002_'e 6 158.1 I00.0 37HTS_uj-3002 ,e 6 158.0 161.0 None

-- HTS(c)-3002d,e 20 149.0 75.7 49

HTS(c)-I004d 15 151.8 120.2 21
GY-70(c)-I004d 52 99.0 45.0 55

-- GY-70(c)-I004d I0 69.2 48.6 30
HMS(c)-BP-907f 20 155.0 130.0 16
HTS(s)-experimentalresin 6 192.5 186.8 3.4

-- HTS(s)-experimentalresind 20 105.0 89.0 15
Morganite I (short)-E-293 36 78.0 87.0 II.5

36 93.0 84.0 9.7

-- aForest (I970).
b(s) = staple, (c) = continuous.
CTetrafunctionalaromatic resin.

-- dProprietarycommercial resin.
ecycloaliphaticplus epoxy novalak.
fStanda_d,bisphenol-Aepoxy resin, dicyandiamide,and polyvinylformalflexiDlllzer.
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TABLE 2.4

Summaryof selected literaturedata of shear strengthof
ambient-agedgraphite-epoxyand boron-epoxyresin compositesa [83]

-- 350°F Short-beamshear strength (Ksi)

Ambient After
- Composite system aging ambient Percent

fiber-resin (weeks) Initial aging decrease

HTS-3002b 3 9.0 3.2 66
20 6.7 4.8 31

HTS-X-904b'c 6 5.7 4.7 18
B-epoxy 13 7.0 4.2 46

aForest (I970).
bproprietarycommercialresin.

-- CTetrafunctionalaromaticresin.
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600°F were erratic, with decreasesranging from 10-32% and increases

from 9-55%. He suggestedthat differencesin the void content of the

compositesmay account for the inconsistenciesin the data.

Scola also exposed ambient-agedgraphite-polyimidecomposites to

boiling water for one week. The results indicatedthat this treatment

did not alter the room-temperatureshear strengthpropertiesof the

_ composite. Both ambient aging and boilingwater affect the high-

temperaturestrengthof the compositebut the extentof each varies

- from compositeto composite. Comparing the high-temperaturestrength

data for compositeswhich had been aged 4 and 13 months to that of

those aged 13-19 months indicatedthat a time period of at least one

_ year was required for ambient aging to cause a strength reductionin

graphite-polyimide composites.

-- There are several factorswhich may account for the variation in

ambient-aqedand boiling water strength lossesof the various

qraphite-polyimidecomposites. One of these may be differencesin the

_ chemical compositionof the polyimideresins, for example,polyimide

709 containeda silica filler. Another factormay be differencesin

the void content of the composites [7].

Scola proposed that three processes-- resin property changes,

interfaceand fiber degradation,and resin stress relaxation-- are

_ responsiblefor the ambient aging degradationof fiber-reinforced

resin systems. First consider the resin property changes. The resin

-- may simply become weaker due to ambientexposure. Moisture absorption

by the resin would also affect its propertiesand thus any composite

propertieswhich require the matrix to carry a large portionof the
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applied load. Strength reductiondue to these factorswould be

expected to affect both room-temperatureand elevated temperature

composite properties,althoughnot necessarilyto the same extent.

Another possible resin change is plasticizationcaused by water

absorption. This may not cause a significantchange in room-

temperatureresin propertiesbut there would be a tendency for a

-- decrease in modulus and an increase in elongation.

The magnitudeof the effect of interfaceand fiber degradation

depends stronglyon the resin and fiber types. Moisture may reach the

fiber-matrixinterfaceeither by diffusion throughthe resin or by

migration along the fiber surface. In cases where the former mode is

- more detrimentalto the compositestrenqth than the latter,moisture-

resistantresins would prevent or delay the degradationprocess.

As mentionedpreviously,residual stresses are producedat the

interfaceduring the fabricationprocessbecauseof differencesin

thermalcontractionbetween the fibers and the resin. These stresses

-- can be compressiveor tensile,dependingon the expansioncoefficients

and the fiber volume fraction. Relaxationof the compressivestresses

could be detrimentalto the composite,particularlyif they play an

importantrole in aiding stress transfer. The processof resin stress

relaxation as a factor contributingto the ambient-agingstrength

reductionof fiber compositesappears to be real and should be

investigatedfurther to determine its relative importancein the

degradationprocess.
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2.5.4 Effect of Temperatureon GraphiteFiber Composites

_ Daniels et al. [62] investigatedthe effect of temperatureon

interfacebond strengthby measuring the interlaminarshear strength.

For a graphite-epoxycompositewith fiber contentof 50%, they found

that the interlaminarshear strengthremained approximatelyconstant

in the temperaturerange of -65 to 180"F then decreased rapidlyand

approachedzero at 350"F. They concludedthat interlaminarshear

strength was insensitiveto temperaturerises to about one-half the

-- compositecure temperature. The interfacebond became progressively

weaker above this temperature. Tests showed similar behavior for

other parameterssuch as longitudinalcompressiveand flexural

strength. The effectsof temperaturein combinationwith moisture

have alreadybeen discussed in this review.

2.5.5 Effect of Radiationon Graphite Fiber Composites

Bullockand co-workers [84,85]conductedseveral studieson the

effects of neutronradiationon the mechanicalpropertiesof

-- graphite/epoxycomposites. Graphite/epoxycompositeswere irradiated

for 600 hours in air at ambient temperaturein a mixed radiation

(gammaand neutron) Ground Test Nuclear Reactor. Gamma doses of 2.7 x

1011 ergs/g (2700Mrad) and 5.8 x 1011ergs/g (5800Mrad) had no

effect on the tensile strengthof the composites [84].

Unidirectionalgraphite/epoxycomposites (HT-S*/ERLA4617)

irradiatedto 2700 Mrad in air at ambient temperatureand in liquid

nitrogen at -196°C had lower longitudinalflexuralstrength (20%)and

transversestrength (85%)than the unirradiatedspecimenswhen tested

at room temperature. After further radiationexposure (to 5800 Mrad),
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longitudinalflexural strengthdecreasedto a level 70% lower than the

_ control, but transversestrengthdid not undergo any furtherchange.

Bullock [85]concludedthat only moderate transverseflexuralstrength

-- was required for good translationof fiber strength into composite

longitudinalstrength and that matrix strengthwas not as critical to

compositestrength as fiber-matrixbonding. On the other hand,

_ Bullock found that the longitudinalflexuralstrengthof the

composites increased80% after exposure to 8900 Mrad in liquid

- nitrogenat -196°C when tested at this same temperature. He suggested

that the increasewas probablycaused by a radiation-inducedlowering

of the interlaminarshear strength which was too high for specimensin

_ liquid nitrogen prior to irradiation.

Arringtonand Harris [86]exposed unidirectionalcarbon

-- fiber/epoxycomposites to a 300 rad/s gamma flux for 16 days then

measured the interlaminarshear strength using a three-pointbending

test. They found a slight increase in strengthwith radiation

_ exposurebut the averagework of fracturewas reduced. They suggested

that radiationincreasedthe matrix crosslinkdensity, thus stiffening

-- it.

After exposing unidirectionalgraphite/epoxycomposites

(AS/3002)to nuclear radiation (neutronand gamma) up to 2.6 Mrad,

Lackman et al. [87]concluded that there was no degradationin

longitudinalflexuralstrength, transversestrength,or horizontal

-- shear strength.

Naranong et al. [88] and Fornes et al. [89] found that electron

radiationin doses up to 5 x 109 tad in the absenceof oxygen had no
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adverseeffects on the ultimate stress and modulus of unidirectional

-- graphite fiber composites. In the latter investigation,scanning

electronmicroscopy revealedvery littlemorphologicaldifferencesin

rupturedcontrol and irradiatedsamples.

The componentsof graphite/epoxycompositeshave been shown to

be radiation-resistantas separate entities. Parkinsonand Sisman

-- [90]reported that polymerscontaining aromatic rings are highly

resistantto radiationbecauseof their ability to absorb and

dissipateenergy without bond disruption. They found that aromatic

amine-curedepoxy retained more than 80% of its initial strengthwhen

irradiatedin air with gamma radiationand neutrons up to 100 Mrad

-- from a nuclear reactor. Bullock [91] found an increaseof 30% in the

tensile strengthof graphite fibers after neutron irradiation. He

also demonstratedthat this enhancedproperty translatesinto epoxy

laminatesreinforcedwith these fibers and irradiationimprovesthe

strength of the fiber-matrixinterfaceas indicatedby increased

short-beamshear strengths [92].
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3. EXPERIMENTALPROCEDURE

_ Two types of qraphite fiber reinforcedcomposites were used in

this study, namely T300/5208 and C6000/PMR 15. The T300/5208 samples

-- were availablein four differentconstructions- uniaxialwith the

fiber axis lying in the longitudinaldirectionof the composite,

uniaxial with the fiber axis lyinq in the transversedirectionof the

_ composite, 0/+ 45/0 crossply,and 90/-+45/90crossply. The C6000/PMR

15 sampleswere available in both the longitudinaland transverse

-- uniaxial constructions. The sample dimensionswere approximately2.54

cm x 1.27 cm x 0.053 cm. All sampleswere fabricated,cured, and cut

at NASA Langley ResearchCenter, Hampton, Virginia. The sampleswere

_ exposedto various levels of 0.5 MeV electronradiationwith the

maximum dose being 10,000Mrad. A few sampleswere exposed to I.6 MeV

-- proton radiationand received doses of either 10,000or 40,000 Mrad.

The effects of electron irradiationon the mechanicalproperties

(ultimatestress and Young'smodulus)of the compositeswere"evaluated

_ using a three-pointbending test as prescribedby ASTM D-790 and

adapted toan Instrontestingmachine. The interlaminarshear

-- strengthof the composites was determinedby the interlaminarshear

test described in AS_4 D-2733. Scanning electronmicroscopywas used

to assess any visual differencesbetween ruptured control samplesand

those exposed to radiation. Electron spectroscopyfor chemical

analysis (ESCA)was also used to examine the composite samples.
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3.1 Materials

3.1.1 T300/5208

This graphite/epoxycompositeis composed of Union Carbide _hornel

-- 300 qraphite fiber and NARMCO 5208 epoxy resin. Thornel 300 is a 3000-

filament strand with each filamenthaving a diameter of 7 microns. The

-- strand breaking strength is reported to be 408 x 103 psi and the

elasticmodulus is 33.2 x 106 psi. The fibershave been treatedwith

an epoxy compatiblesizing to develop high interlaminarshear strength

-- in resin matrix composites [93]. NARMCO 5208 consistsof

tetraglycidyl-4,4'-diaminodiphenyl methane (TGDDM)cured with 4,4'-

diamino diphenyl sulfone (DDS) [94,95]. The structuresof these

componentsare as follows [95,96]:

/% /\
-- CH-- CH-- CH CH-- CH--CH

CH-- CH-- CH CH_CH_CH

-
-- Tetraglycidyl-4,4'-diaminodiphenyl methane (TGDDM)

0

z _,_-/ I!
0

-- 4,4'-diaminodiphenyl sulfone (DDS)

Carter et al. [97] reportedthe glass transitiontemperatureof

NARMCO 5208 to be 196°C while Bascom et al. [94]found it to be 260°C.
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By monitoring the tensilemechanicalpropertiesof the TGDDM-DDS epoxy

-- system as a functionof temperaturein the range of 23°-250°C,Morgan

and O'Neal [96]concluded that a broad glass transitionexists in the

-- 200°-250"Ctemperaturerange. They also measured Tg as a functionof

initialDDS concentrationand for 27 wt% DDS they found Tg to be about

240°C.

-- 3.1.2 C6000/PMR 15

This graphite/polyimidecomposite is composed of Celanese Celion

6000 graphite fiber and PMR 15 polyimideresin matrix. PMR 15 is a

thermosettingresin developedby NASA and manufacturedby Ciba Geigy

Corporation [94]. The general structureof polyimideis given below

-- [95]:
- 0 O -

il II

-- N N--R--
/
c

II I!
. 0 0 _.

PMR 15 is prepared from 5-norbonene-2,3-dicarboxylicanhydride

(NBA),3,3',4,4'-benzophenonetetracarboxylicdianhydride (BTDA)and

4,4'-methylenedianilene (MDA). The NBA and BTDA are dissolved in

methanol. The MDA is dissolvedin methanol then added to the anhydride

mixture. Most of the methanol is removedby vacuum evaporationat low

temperature (30-40°C). The remainder is removed by heating at higher

temperatures(130-145°C)for one hour in an evacuatedoven. This

produces a glassy foam which should be post-cured for 16 hours at 316°C

to form the cured polyimidematrix [94,95].
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Bascom et al. [94] report the glass transitiontemperatureof PMR

15 to be 350°C.

3.2 Pre-Conditioninq

In order to most nearly simulate the vacuum environmentof space,

samples were pre-conditionedand packaged in the followingmanner.

First the sampleswere placed in Petri dishes and pre-vacuumedfor one

week in a heated vacuum desiccatorat 80"C. Then they were placed in

rows on aluminumfoil (HeavyDuty ReynoldsWrap®) and held in place

with narrow strips of masking tape. As shown in Figure 3.I, the foil

was then folded to form a package and the edges were sealed with epoxy

glue. Prior to sealing the package a glass tube was extended from it

-- to allow a direct vacuum line to be connectedlater. The foil packages

were pre-vacuumedfor one week in a heated vacuum desiccatorat 80"C.

Immediatelyprior to irradiationthe packages were vacuumeddirectly

throuqh the glass tube then heat-sealed.

The samples to be used in the electron spectroscopyfor chemical

- analysis (ESCA)examinationwere thoroughlywashed with acetone prior

to the pre-vacuumtreatmentto remove surfacecontamination. After

this the sampleswere handled only with tweezerswith care being taken

not to touch them.

3.3 IrradiationProcedures

-- 3.3.1 Electron

The radiationsource was an electron acceleratormanufacturedby

Riqh Voltage EngineeringCorporationand locatedin the Schoolof

Textiles,North Carolina State University. It was operated at 500

kilovolts (from an insulatedcore transformer)with a beam current of
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COMPOSITE SAMPLE HOLDER FOR ELECTRON
IRRADIATION
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-- Figure 3.1 Preparationof sample package for electron irradiation
[95].
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8.3 milliamperes. This instrumentutilizesa horizontal beam scanned

_ to 48" by 6" [95]. The samples are hung on a moving conveyor which

carries them throughthe cabinet housing the beam. After passing in

-- front of the beam winaow, the conveyor track makes a loop and passes

the window again; hence, the samples receivehalf their total exposure

from each side. With a conveyor speed of 10 ft/min each revolution

_ through the cabinet results in a 10 Mrad dosage.

Immediatelyafter pre-conditioning,the sealed foil packages were

-- placed in nitrogen-filledZiploc Baggies® (polyethylenebags by Dow

ChemicalCorporation)for irradiation. One set of pre-vacuumedsamples

was attached inside Ziploc Baggies® using masking tape and was

_ irradiatedin air. All control samples were kept in the heated vacuum

desiccator at 80°C during the course of the irradiationprocedure.

In order to determine the actual dose a sample receivedduring one

pass throughthe electron acceleratora standard calibrationcurve was

obtainedby irradiatingradiachromicfilms (nylonfilm containing

_ aminotriphenylmethanedye derivativesmade by Far West Technology,

Inc.). These initiallycolorless films undergoradiation-induced

colorationby photoionizationand this change is a direct functionof

the radiationexposurereceived. Thus, the color intensityor optical

density (OD) is a means of measuringthe amount of incident radiation.

-- By calculatingthe change in opticaldensity from readingsbefore and

after radiationexposureone can constructa responsecurve of AOD vs.

dose from a seriesof known irradiations[98]. T_is plot of known

irradiationscan be used to determineunknowndoses. The calibration
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curve, shown in Figure 3.2, was constructedusing the Gamma Cell 220,

-- Cobalt 60 source with known dose rate of 0.197 Mrad per hour. The

optical density measurementswere made on a RadiachromicReader - 91R

(by Far West Technology,Inc.) using the "hi" range (510nm wave

length).

3.3.2 Proton

-- The radiationsource was a proton acceleratormanufacturedby High

VoltageEngineeringCorporationand located in the Departmentof

Physics,North Carolina State University. It was operated with an

enerqy of 1.6 MeV and a beam current of 200 nanoamperes. The sample

holder had a capacity of six and a slide mechanism enabledeach of the

-- six samplesto, in turn, be the target of the beam. Thus the samples

received their total dosage in a continuousexposure- 1 hour for the

10,000Mrad samples and 4 hours for the 40,000Mrad samples.

3.4 MechanicalTests

After irradiation,the samples were conditionedin the physical

-- testing laboratoryat standardconditions (70°F, 65% RH) for a minimum

of two weeks before mechanical tests were performed. A three-point

bending test was used to evaluate the ultimate stress and modulusof

the composites. Because it is a convenientmethod for determining

environmentaleffects,the interlaminarshear test was selected to

-- assess the interracialbond strength.

3.4.1 Three-PointBending Test

The three-pointbending test is a flexural strength test used to

determinethe ultimate stress and averagemodulus. In this test the
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composite sample is supportedby two stationarynoses which are a fixed

_ distance apart. This distance is referred to as the span length. A

third nose, the loadingnose, moves at a constant rate and strikesthe

sample midway between the supports,thus applying a load to it. As

seen in Figure 3.3, the load is appliedperpendicularto the plane of

the composite. The sample is deflected until ruptureoccurs in the

_ outer fibers. According to ASTM D-790-71 [99],the maximum stress in

the outer fibers (compositeultimatestress)can be calculatedby the

followingequation:

3PL
_ s = -- (3.I)

2bd 2

where S = stress in the outer fibers at midspan

P = load at break

-- L = span length

b = width of sample

d = depth or thicknessof sample.

The averagemodulus of the composite is given by the following

relation [99]:

-- SL2
E = 6d-"_ (3.2)

-- where E = averagemodulus

£ = deflection.
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LOAD

0.058 cm

f '! I

I i
I !

_ I_ _1r

I !.40 cm !
SPAN LENGTH

2.54 cm

-- Figure 3.3 Diagramof a three-pointbending tester,with a specimen
in place [95].
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A specialdevice, shown in Figure 3.4, was built so that an

Instron tensile testingmachinecould be used for this test. A

compressionload cell with maximum load range of 200 ibs and a

crosshead speed of 0.I in/min (0.254cm/min)were used. The span

length was 0.55 in (1.40cm). The load required to rupture the sample,

P, was determined from the Instronload-deflectionplot then the

_ composite ultimate stress was determined from Equation 3.I. Using this

and the deflection,the averagemodulus of the compositewas determined

-- from Equation 3.2.

3.4.2 InterlaminarShear Test

The interlaminarshear test is an indirectmethod for assessing

interracialbond strength. Interlaminarshear strengthis definedby

ASTM D-2733 [100] as the shear strengthat rupture in which the plane

-- of fracture is locatedbetween the layers of reinforcementof a plastic

reinforcedstructure.

The test specimen,shown in Figure 3.5, is a flat coupon with a

saw cut on each face having a depth which is half the total laminate

thickness. These saw cuts are parallel to each other and, according to

-- AS_M D-2733 [I00],are spaced I/2 inch apart. The specimen is gripped

in the clamps of an Instrontensiletester and slowly extendedat a

constant rate. Due to the saw cuts, shearing occurs and the total

_ applied load is registeredby the Instron. For this test the Instron

was interfacedwith a Microconmicroprocessorwhich gave a digital

-- read-out of the appliedload. The interlaminarshear strengthS can
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-- Fi.qu_e3.4 Photoqraphof three-polntbendinqtesterattachedto
Instronmachine.
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Figure3.5 Dimensionsof specimenfor Interlaminarsheartest forcomposites.
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then be determinedby the followingrelation [I00]:

P
_ S = -- (3.3)Wa

where P = total applied load

W = width of specimen

a = distance between sawcuts.

Since the specimenswere fabricatedand pre-cut at NASA Langley

ResearchCenter, the specimendimensions for this test were modified

from those prescribedby ASTM D-2733. The specimendimensions used

were approximately2.54 cm x 1.27 cm x 0.058 cm. The gauge length was

15.88 mm (5/8 inch) and the crosshead speed was 5 ram/rain(0.2 in/rain).

A preliminaryexperimentwas conducted in order to determinethe

- optimum saw cut separationdistance. Based on the values of standard

deviationand coefficientof variation,a saw cut separationdistance

of 0.50 cm was selected.

To ensure precision-depthcutting and smoothnessof the grooves,

a specialcutting device was built and is shown in Figure 3.6. This

device incorporatesa 6" Raytechdiamond-edgedcircular blade. The

blade height is adjustablein order to adapt to differencesin specimen

thickness.

3.5 CharacterizationTechniques

3.5.1 ScanningElectron Microscopy

-- Scanning electron microscopywas used to study the fracture

surfacesof the rupturedcompositespecimens. This techniqueis useful

in surface studiessince the image is produced from signalsfrom
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Figure3.6 Photographof diamondsaw used to cut specimensfor
interlaminarshea_test.
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secondaryand backscatteredelectronsrather than transmitted

electrons.

In a typicalscanning electronmicroscope (SEM) an electron beam

is produced by an electrongun and focusedby multiple condenser

lenses. Two sets of scan coils deflect the beam back and forth across

the specimen. The signals from secondaryand backscatteredelectrons

-- are collected by a detector then amplifiedand sent to a cathode-ray

tube (CRT) where the image is displayed. The scan coils and the CRTs

are powered by the same scan generator so the image is formed in

synchronizationwith the mapping of the specimen [I01].

The S_4 used in this investigationwas an ETEC Autoscan located

in the Departmentof Biological Sciences,North Carolina State

University. It had a useful magnificationrange of 20-I00,000X. It

was operated with an acceleratingvoltageof 20 kilovoltsto give the

best resolution.

The specimenswere mounted on the microscopestubs using DAG 154

-- (graphitein isopropylalcohol). Due to the high volume fractionof

graphite fibers present (_67%)and their high degree of conductivity,

it was not necessaryto coat the specimensto prevent chargingduring

beam exposure.

Photomicrographswere taken using Polaroid® type 55 film. These

-- were taken in the magnificationrange of 700-7,000X. These micrographs

were used to make a visual assessmentof the fiber-matrixbonding

characteristics.
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3.5.2 Electron Spectroscopyfor Chemical Analysis (ESCA)

° Electron spectroscopyfor chemical analysis is the determination

of the photoelectronspectracreated by irradiationof the sample with

monoenergeticx-rays. Monochromaticx-ray photonsof quantumhv are

directed onto the sample. Tne photons are absorbedby sample atoms
r

with each absorptionevent resultingin the emissionof an electron.

-- The ejected electronspass into the energy analyzerof the electron

spectrometerwhere the kinetic energy of the photoelectronis sorted

and detected [I02]. The energies of the photoelectronsare relatedto

the energiesof the incidentx-rays by the followingexpression

[103,104,I05]:

Ehv = Eb + Ek + _sp

where Ehv = energy of incidentx-rays

Eb = binding energy of ejectedelectron

Ek = kinetic energy of ejectedelectron

_sp = work functionof the spectrometer
material (normallyincorporatedin the
spectrometercalibrationprocedure).

Since the x-ray energy is known and the kineticenergy is measured with

_ the electron spectrometer,the binding energy of the electron in the

atomic orbital can be obtained. The spectrometerthen provides a

suitableoutput of signal intensityas a functionof electron binding

energy.

The effect is confined to the outer layers of the sample surface

since the escape depth of the photoelectronswill be limited to a few
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Angstroms. Recent work has shown that typicalsampling depths (more

- explicitlydefined as the electronmean free path) are in the range of

5-25 A for metals and metal oxides, while values ranging from 40 to

I00A are common for organic and polymericmaterials. The mean free

path is a functionboth of sample compositionand of the kinetic energy

of the escaping electons. Thus, the effectivesamplingdepth may not

-- be exactly the same at all points on the sample surface. It should

also be rememberedthat a larger portionof ESCA signal comes from

atoms near the surface since electronsemitted from them have a higher

probabilityof escape [102,105].

A characteristicwhich sets ESCA apart from other well known

surfacecharacterizationtechniquesis the chemical shift effect. A

decrease in electron density in the valence region around an atom in a

molecule produces an increase in the binding energyof core level

electrons. Thus, binding energy shifts can be readily interpretedin

terms of well understoodchemical concepts [I05]. Chemical shiftscan

- be correlatedwith oxidationstate, or more preciselywith atomic

charge. They are also related to functionalgroups in organic

molecules [I02]. In general, atoms with highly electronegative

substituentgroups can be expected to exhibithigher binding energies

than the same atoms bound to groups with lower electronegativity.

-- Consequently,substitutionof highly electronegativeelements,such as

fluorine,will induce the largestchemical shifts. Since the atomic

structureof each element in the periodic table is distinct from all

_ the others, the accuratemeasurementof peak positionsallows the ready

identificationof an elementpresent at a sample surface. Each element
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of a compound producesat least one electron line in the spectrum,

-- except for hydrogenwhich is not detected by ESCA. Lines from adjacent

elements are widely separatedand since it is possible to resolve

electron binding energiesto +-0.leV, there is no ambiguityin

identificationof adjacent elements [I02,105].

Since ESCA uses a photon probe it is much less destructivethan

-- techniquessuch as Auger electron spectroscopywhich use an electron

probe. This can be a great advantageif the signal intensityis weak

since signal averagingcan be used without concern that the sample

surface is changing as a functionof experimenttime [I05].

The ESCA analysis for this investigationwas performedon a

PhysicalElectronicselectron spectrometerlocated in the Departmentof

Chemistry,Universityof North Carolinaat Chapel Hill. Prior to

examination,the surfaceof the composite sample was washed with

acetone. The sample was first placed in the pre-vacuumchamberof theL_

spectrometerthen in the vacuum chamber which had a pressureof

-- approximately10-9 tort. A general survey scan plotting intensity

versus bindingenergy was made to identifythe elements presentat the

sample surface. A low energy survey scan was made to enlarge the

region below 280 eV so that the peaks in this region were more

distinguishable. A high resolutionwindow was plotted for the peak of

-- each elementpresent. A computer interfacedwith the spectrometer

calculatedthe area under each peak. Atomic ratios were obtained by

dividing this area by the number of scans and the atomic sensitivity

factor. The number of scans was 6 for most elementsbut for a few low-
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intensityelements either 12 or 20 scans were made. The atomic

- sensitivityfactorswere referencedto fluorine; i.e., fluorinewas

assigned an atomic sensitivityof one and all other elemental

sensitivitieswere relative to this number.
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4. RESULTSAND DISCUSSION

_ In the initialphase of this investigationthe long-termeffects

of radiationon the mechanicalpropertiesof graphite fiber composites

-- were examined. A three-pointbending test was used to evaluate the

ultimate stress and averaqemodulus of the composites. Based on the

resultsof this experiment,the focus of the investigationwas directed

_ to interfacialaspectsof composites. The techniquesused in this

phase were transversetensiletest, interlaminarshear test, scanning

-- electronmicroscopy,and electron spectroscopyfor chemical analysis

(ESCA). Results obtained from each of these methodsof character-

izationwill be discussedseparately.

_ The statisticalanalysis was performedusing the programming

package SAS (StatisticalAnalysis System). The effectsof radiation

were analyzedusing analysisof variance (ANOVA)and Duncan'smultiple

range analysis. In the Duncan analysis,means that are characterized

by the same letter are not significantlydifferent. The 95% confidence

_ intervallimits are calculatedby the followingexpressions:

UCL + t.0s
,cL-- -t.os

where UCL = upper confidencelimit

LCL = lower confidencelimit

_ X = mean value of trial repetitions

t = statisticalvalue from student'st-distribution.05

s_ = standarderror of mean.
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4.1 Three-PointBending Test

4.1.1 T300/5208

Three differentconstructionsof T300/5208 sampleswere irradiated

- by 0.5 MeV electronradiation. The maximum dosage for all types was

10,000Mrad except for the T300/5208 longitudinalsamples which were

irradiatedto 8000 Mrad. The ultimatestress and averagemodulus were

calculatedby computer using _quations 3.1 and 3.2. The average values

of stress and modulus for each radiationlevel are given in Tables 4.1-

-- 4.2 along with the standarddeviationsand coefficientsof variationof

these parameters. Breaking stress as a functionof radiationdose is

shown graphicallyin Figures 4.I-4.3; similarly,averagemodulus is

shown in Figures 4.4-4.6.

All irradiatedsamplesshow an increase in stress compared with

the control. For the longitudinalsamples and the 0/+-45/0crossplies

the increase is slight, approximately5% in each case. The 90/±45/90

crossplies exhibita more marked increasewith the 10,000Mrad value

being 30% higher than the controlvalue. These increasesare

statisticallysignificantat the 5% level. The modulus values of all

- constructionsremain approximatelyconstant regardlessof radiation

level.

As mentioned in Section 3.3.1, one set of T300/5208longitudinal

samples was irradiatedin air rather than in the simulatedvacuum

environment. There are no significantdifferences (at the 5% level)

- between stress or modulus values of samples irradiatedin air and those

irradiatedin vacuum.
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Table 4. 1 Ultimatestress of T300/5208 composites as a function of radiation level

Sample Radiation No. of Ultimate Stress Standard DuncanAnalysis
Construction Dose {Mrad) Specimen (k_./cm2) Deviation _ CV 55 10%

T300/5208 0 8 21,825 613 2.8 C D
Iong Itud i naI 500 8 22,265 811 3. 6 BC CD
( Irradiated 1000 8 22,465 669 3.0 BC BCD
In vacuum) 2000 8 22,439 608 2. 7 AB BC

3000 8 22, 818 1075 4.7 AB AB
4000 8 22, 672 348 I. 5 AB AB
5000 8 22, 848 608 2. 7 AB AB
6500 8 22, 657 802 3. 5 AB AB
8000 8 22, 878 552 2.4 k k

0/+-45/0 O 8 16,888 619 3.7 CD DE
1000 8 16,727 991 5. 9 D E
2000 8 ]7,326 609 3. 5 ABCD ABCDE
3000 8 ]7, 012 588 3. 5 BCD CDE
4000 8 17,636 638 3. 6 ABC ABC
5000 8 16,822 574 3. 4 CD DE
6500 8 17,230 523 3.0 ABCD BCDE
8000 8 17,480 556 3. 2 ABCD ABCD
9000 8 17,913 1127 6.3 A A

1O,000 8 17,761 690 3. 9 AB AB

90/+-45/90 0 8 2521 72 2. 9 E D
1000 8 2831 102 3. 6 BCDE BC
2000 8 2861 170 5.9 BCD BC
3000 8 2665 123 4. 6 DE CD
4000 8 2504 425 17. 0 E D
5000 8 2752 295 10.7 CDE CD
6500 8 3141 180 5.7 AB A
8000 8 3073 410 13.3 ABC AB
9000 8 3325 471 14.2 A A

1O,000 8 3277 373 11.4 A A

O0
Note: In the Duncananalysis meanswith the same letter are not slgnificantly different.
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Table 4.2 Average modulusof T300/5208 composites as a function of radiation level

Sample Radiation No. of Average Hodulus Standard DuncanAnalysis
Construction Dose (IVrad) Specimen (kq/cm2) Devla%lo_ _CV 5_ I0_

T500/5208 0 8 T,408,501 47,295 3.4 A A
longitudinal 500 8 1,421,787 48,211 5.4 A A
(Irradiated tO00 8 1,428,193 58,517 4.1 A A
in vacuum) 2000 8 1p412p001 46w922 3. 3 A A

3000 8 1,410,784 95,704 6.8 A A
4000 8 lm424,479 48, 820 5.4 A A
5000 8 1,432,430 64,068 4.5 A A
6500 8 1,385, 924 61,759 4.5 A A
8000 8 11407,531 36,386 2.6 A A

0/+-45/0 0 8 1,0129216 .37,309 3.7 A A
!000 8 1,009,697 40, 143 4. 0 A A
2000 8 1,000, 179 48, 575 4. 9 AB A
3000 8 999, 402 26, 504 2. 7 AB A
4000 8 996,874 29,251 2.9 AB A
5000 8 950, 767 60, 231 6..3 B B
6500 8 1,007,020 39,790 4.0 A A
8000 8 1,OI7, 835 42, 785 4°2 A A
9000 8 1,025,759 48,817 4.8 A A

1O,000 8 1, 015,675 72, 720 7. 2 A A

90/+-45/90 0 8 45,254 2277 5.3 A B
1000 8 44, 796 2605 5.8 A AB
2000 8 45, 780 2578 5°6 A AB
.3000 8 43, 651 2294 5..3 A AB
4000 8 43, 944 5.337 12. ! A AB
5000 8 44, 915 4729 10.5 A AB
6500 8 43, 89.3 1798 4o I A AB
8000 8 45,562 5868 12,9 A AB
9000 8 46,65.3 .3565 7.6 A AB

|O,000 8 47,259 5078 6.5 A A

co
L_

Note: In the Duncananalysls means with the same letter are not significantly different.
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4.1.2 C6000/PMR15

The C6000/PMR 15 longitudinalsampleswere irradiatedwith 0.5 MeV

electron radiationto 8000 Mrad. The averaqevalues of ultimatestress

-- and averagemodulus for each radiationlevel are given in Tables 4.3-

4.4 along with the standarddeviationsand coefficientsof variationof

these parameters. Stress and modulus are shown as a functionof

radiationdose in Figures 4.7 and 4.8, respectively.

There is an upward trend in the stress values with increasing

radiationdose but it is not statisticallysignificantat the 5% level.

The modulus values remain approximatelyconstant with a slight upturn

at 8000 Mrad. As with the T300/5208longitudinalsamples there are no

significantdifferences (at the 5% level) in stress or modulus values

for samples irradiatedin air and in vacuum.

-- 4.1.3 Discussion

The results obtained in this study compare well with those

reported by Naranong [95]. The flexural strengthand modulus values of

T300/5208 and C6000/PMR 15 longitudinalcomposites irradiatedup to

5000 Mrad are within 8% of each other. In most cases, the values

-- obtained by Naranong are slightlyhigher. In general, as the radiation

level increases,the differencebetween values obtained in the two

studies increases.

When polymer resins are exposed to ionizing radiationtwo

phenomenaare known to occur: crosslinkingand chain scission. These

-- effects are in competitionwith one anothe_and dependingon which one

dominates, the strengthof the material may increaseor decrease. In

the compositeform, reinforcingfibers have been added to the system
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Table 4.3 Ultimate stress of C6000/PMR 15 composites
as a functionof radiationlevel

Sample Radiation No. of Ultimate Standard Duncan Analysis
Construction Dose (Mrad) Specimen Stress (kg/cm2) Deviation % CV 5% 10%

C6000/PMR 15 0 8 20,963 1062 5.1 AB AB
longitudinal 500 8 20,632 541 2.6 B B
(irradiatedin 1000 8 20,838 478 2.3 AB AB
vacuum) 2000 8 20,384 356 1.7 B B

3000 8 20,771 845 4.1 AB AB
4000 8 20,777 952 4.6 AB B
5000 8 21,043 1158 5.5 AB B
6500 8 20,767 750 3.6 AB B
8000 8 21,503 753 3.5 A A

Note: In the Duncan analysismeans with the same letter are not significantlydifferent.

_D
.-I
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Table 4.4 Average modulusof C6000/PMR 15 composites
as a functionof radiation level

Sample Radiation No. of AverageModulus Standard Duncan Analysis
Construction Dose (Mrad) Specimen (kg/cm2) Deviation % CV 5% 10%

C6000/PMR 15 0 8 1,100,710 155,632 14.1 AB AB
longitudinal 500 8 1,106,036 160,024 14.5 AB AB
(irradiatedin 1000 8 1,045,427 52,352 5.0 AB AB
vacuum) 2000 8 1,054,091 122,471 11.6 B B

3000 8 1,095,516 186,585 17.0 AB AB
4000 8 1,059,668 127,986 12.1 AB B
5000 8 1,060,621 144,253 13.6 AB B
6500 8 1,016,380 26,912 2.6 B B
8000 8 1,126,675 163,968 14.6 A A

Note: In the Duncan analysismeans with the same letter are not significantlydifferent.

_o
F_
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Figure 4.7 Ultimatestress versus radiationdose for C6000/PMR 15 longitudinalcomposites w
determined from three-point bending.
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and it was thought that crosslinkingwould dominate initially,hence

_ producingan increase in strength. At some critical point of radiation

exposure it was believed that chain scissionwould take over and the

_ compositeswould begin to degrade. However, the data in the preceding

sections indicatesthat degradationdue to radiationexposure is not

apparent in longitudinalsamplesor crossplies until extremelyhigh

_ doses, e.g. greater than 10,000Mrad, have been reached. In an effort

to more fully understandthese results,the emphasisof the

- investigationwas focusedon the interracialaspectsof composites.

4.2 TransverseTensile Test

The transversetensile test is an indirectmethod of assessing

o interfacialbond strength. Specimensfor this test are cut with the

fiber axis lying perpendicularto the long axis of the composite. The

-- test is carriedout in three-pointbendinqon the Instronmachine as

described in Section 3.4.I. This test was performedon T300/5208and

C6000/PMR 15 compositesamples.

__ 4.2.1 T300/5208

The T300/5208transversesampleswere irradiatedwith 0.5 MeV

- electron radiationto 10,000 Mrad. The averagevalues of ultimate

stress and averagemodulus for each radiationlevel are given in

Tables 4.5-4.6along with the standarddeviations and coefficientsof

_ variation of these parameters. Stress and modulus are shown as a

functionof radiationdose in Figures 4.9 and 4.10, respectively.

There is an increase in stress and modulus values of the

irradiatedsamplescompared to the control values. This increase is

about 29% for stress and about 17% for modulus. Both the analysisof
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Table 4.5 Ultimate stress of T300/5208 transversecomposites
as a functionof radiationlevel

Sample Radiation No. of Ultimate Standard Duncan Analysis
Construction Dose (Mrad) Specimen Stress (kg/cm 2) Deviation % CV 5% 10%

T300/5208 0 8 892 93 10.4 D D
transverse 1000 8 1025 107 10.4 ABCD BC

2000 8 1032 116 11.3 ABC BC
3000 8 927 46 5.0 CD CD
4000 8 1022 107 10.5 ABCD BC
5000 8 1047 101 9.6 ABC B
6500 8 983 223 22.7 BCD BCD
8000 8 1024 135 13.1 ABCD BC
9000 8 1092 80 7.3 AB AB

10,000 8 1155 101 8.7 A A

Note: In the Duncan analysismeans with the same letter are not significantlydifferent.

u)
o%
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Table 4.6 Average modulusof T300/5208 transversecomposites
as a functionof radiationlevel

Sample Radiation No. of AverageModulus Standard Duncan Analysis
Construction Dose (Mrad) Specimen (kg/cm2) Deviation % CV 5% 10%

T300/5208 0 8 86,286 5738 6.7 C D
transverse 1000 8 91,951 9485 10.3 BC BC

2000 8 92,907 6245 6.7 BC BC
3000 8 88,301 6405 7.3 C CD
4000 8 88,654 4343 4.9 C CD
5000 8 88,311 3986 4.5 C CD
6500 8 92,120 6653 7.2 BC BC
8000 8 96,399 3700 3.8 AB AB
9000 8 100,617 6848 6.8 A A

10,000 8 95,418 3457 3.6 AB AB

Note: In the Duncan analysismeans with the same letter are not significantlydifferent.

%O
-4
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Figure 4.9 Ultimatestress versus radiationdose for T300/5208 transversecomposites
determined from three-point bending.
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variance and Duncan'smultiple range analysis indicate that these

increasesare statisticallysignificantat the 5% level.

4.2.2 C6000/PMR 15

- The C6000/PMR 15 transversesampleswere irradiatedwith 0.5 MeV

electronradiationto 8000 Mrad. The averagevalues of ultimate stress

and averagemodulus for each radiationlevel are given in Tables 4.7-

4.8 alonq with the standarddeviationsand coefficientsof variationof

these parameters. Stress and modulus are shown graphicallyas a

-- functionof radiationdose in Figures 4.11 and 4.12, respectively.

The values of stress for the irradiatedsamples are slightly lower

than the controlvalue. For the samples irradiatedin vacuum, this

decrease is about 12%. It is significantat the 5% level accordingto

the analysisof variance and Duncan'smultiple range analysis. The

-- modulus values remained approximatelyconstant with increasing

radiationdose. There are no significantdifferences (at the 5% level)

in stress or modulusvalues for samples irradiatedin air and those

irradiatedin vacuum.

4.2.3 Discussion

-- Transversetensile tests are essentiallya measure of matrix

and/or interfaceproperties. The mode of failure (adhesiveor

cohesive) dictateswhether one is measuring interfacialpropertiesor

matrix properties. It can be concluded from Section 4.4 that failure

in T300/5208and C6000/PMR 15 compositesis predominantlyadhesive

although the adhesionto T300 is better than to C6000. It has been

noted that the transversetensile strengthof T300/5208composites

increaseswith radiationexposure while that of C6000/PMR 15 composites
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Table 4.7 Ultimate stressof C6000/PMR 15 transversecomposites
as a functionof radiationlevel

Sample Radiation No. of Ultimate Stress Standard Duncan Analysis
Construction Dose (Mrad) Specimen (kg/cm2) Deviation % CV 5% 10%

C6000/PMR 15 0 7 948 90 9.5 A A
transverse 500 8 933 99 10.6 ABC AB
(irradiatedin 1000 8 970 124 12.8 AB A
vacuum) 2000 8 921 137 14.9 ABC AB

3000 8 894 84 9.4 ABC AB
4000 8 963 41 4.2 ABC AB
5000 8 851 103 12.1 D C
6500 8 919 79 8.6 BCD BC
8000 8 926 112 12.1 CD BC

Note: In the Duncan analysismeans with the same letter are not significantlydifferent.

O
..h
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Table 4.8 Averagemodulus of C6000/PMR 15 transversecomposites
as a functionof radiationlevel

Sample Radiation No. of Average Modulus Standard Duncan Analysis
Construction Dose (Mrad) Specimen (kg/cm2) Deviation % CV 5% 10%

C6000/PMR 15 0 7 79,747 3416 4.3 A A
transverse 500 8 78,869 951I 12.I A A
(irradiatedin 1000 8 81,777 6746 8.2 A A
vacuum) 2000 8 79,958 7123 8.9 A A

3000 8 79,340 4759 6.0 A A
4000 8 78,642 2886 3.7 A A
5000 8 78,733 5743 7.3 A A
6500 8 82,837 8768 10.6 A A
8000 8 81,550 5375 6.6 A A

Note: In the Duncan analysis means with the same letter are not significantlydifferent.

..8
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decreasesslightly. In order to rationalizethis difference in

behavior,consider the equation given in Section 2.4.4.3for the case

of a strong interracialbond [8]:

%=% +
- where _t = composite transversetensilestrength

Gm = matrix tensilestrength
o[ = average tensilestress necessary to separatethe fiber from

_ the matrix under transverseloading.

With radiationexposure the interfacialcomponent ul decreaseswhile1

the matrix component _ increasesslightly. The net effect onm

transversetensile strengthdepends on the rates of change of these

parameters. Apparentlythe interfacein C6000/PMR 15 composites

degrades faster than that in T300/5208, thus lowering the transverse

strength in these composites. This hypothesis is supportedby the data

in Section 4.3 indicatingthat interlaminarshear strength in

C6000/PMR 15 compositesdecreases 54% after a 10,000Mrad exposure

while that of T300/5208compositesdecreases 34%.

4.3 InterlaminarShear Test

4.3.1 T300/5208

Three differentconstructionsof T300/5208were irradiatedwith

0.5 MeV electronradiationto a maximum dosage of 10,000Mrad. The

interlaminarshear strengthwas calculated by computer using Equation

_ 3.3. The averagevalues of interlaminarshear strength for each

radiationlevel are given in Table 4.9 along with the standard

-- deviation and coefficientof variation. Interlaminarshear strength is

plotted as a functionof radiationdose in Figures 4.13-4.15.



Table 4.9 Interlamlnar shear strength of T300/5208 composites as a function of radiation level

Interlamlnar _ Change
Sample Radiation No. of Shear Strength of Result Standard Duncan Analysis

Construc, lon Dose (Hrad) Specimen (kq/cm2) to Control Deviation _ CV 5_g 10_

T300/5208 0 8 180 0 .37 20. 5 AB AB
Iongltud Inal 1000 7 192 +7 .3.3 17.0 A A

2000 9 176 -2 25 14.2 AB AB
.3000 9 180 0 21 11.8 AB AB
4000 9 165 -8 8 5.0 BC B
5000 9 166 -8 16 9. 8 BC B
6500 9 146 -19 12 8. 2 CD C
9000 9 157 -24 1.3 9..3 D CD

lO,000 9 127 -29 9 7.2 D D

0/+-45/0 0 10 207 0 27 1.3,0 BC B
I000 10 2.34 +1.3 20 8,4 A A
2000 10 225 +9 2.3 10..3 AB h
.3000 !0 204 -1 25 12. 1 C B
4000 10 198 -4 12 6.0 C B
5000 10 199 -4 16 8,0 C B
6500 10 199 -4 12 5,8 C B
9000 10 208 0 11 5. 4 BC B

IO_000 10 19.3 -7 24 12.6 C B

90/+-45/90 0 I 0 95 0 18 19, .3 C C
1000 I0 115 +21 21 18,0 AB AB
2000 I 0 108 +14 .32 29. 9 BC B
.3000 I0 62 -.3.5 12 18, 8 DE E
4000 I 0 76 -20 19 25, 0 0 D
5000 10 77 -19 18 23. i 0 D
6500 I0 56 -41 l 1 20,2 E E
9000 10 .39 -59 8 21, 6 F F

1O,000 9 .35 -6.3 6 17. 1 F F

Note= In the Duncananalysis meanswl,h the same letter are not significantly different.
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All three compositeconstructionsexhibit an initial increase in

_ interlaminarshear strengthwith a maximum at 1000Mrad. This increase

is statisticallysignificantat the 5% level for 0/+45/0 and 90/-+45/90

crossplies,beinq 13% and 22%, respectively. Interlaminarshear

strenqthdecreaseswith further radiationexposure. The values at the

10,000Mrad level are considerablylower than those of the maxima for

_ all three compositeconstructions--longitudinal(34%),0/+45/0 (I8%),

and 90/+-45/90(70%).

4.3.2 C6000/PMR 15

The C6000/PMR 15 longitudinalsampleswere exposed to 10,000Mrad

of 0.5 MeV electronradiation. The averagevalues of interlaminar

_ shear strength for each radiationlevel are given in Table 4.10 along

with the standarddeviationand coefficientof variation. Figure 4.16

diagrams interlaminarshear strength as a functionof radiationdose.

The C6000/PMR 15 composites follow the same general trends as the

T300/5208 compositeswith respect to interlaminarshear strengthexcept

_ that the maximum occurs at 2000 Mrad. This maximum is approximately9%

higher than the control value. The value of interlaminarshear

strengthafter the 10,000Mrad exposure is approximately54% lower than

the value at 2000Mrad.

4.3.3 Discussion

_ The initial increase in interlaminarshear strengthwith radiation

exposure is probablydue to relaxationof internal stressescreated at

the interfaceduring compositefabrication. These stressesdevelop

during cooldown when matrix contractionis inhibitedby the already-
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Table 4.10 Interlaminarshear strength of C6000/PMR 15 composites
as a functionof radiationlevel

Interlaminar % Change
Sample Radiation No. of Shear Strength of Result Standard Duncan Analysis

Construction Dose (Mrad) Specimen (kg/cm2) to Control Deviation % CV 5% 10%

C6000/PMR 15 0 6 315 0 43 13.7 A B
longitudinal 1000 7 334 +6 25 7.4 A AB

2000 7 344 +9 30 8.6 A A
3000 7 275 -13 27 9.9 B C
4000 7 268 -15 18 6.7 B C
5000 7 227 -28 25 11.2 C D
6500 7 202 -36 18 8.8 CD E
9000 7 183 -42 10 5.6 DE E

10,000 7 159 -50 13 8.2 E F

Note: In the Duncan analysismeans with the same letter are not significantlydifferent.
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-- formed interracialbond. This microresidualstress formationis

described in detail in Section 2.4.3.

After the internalstresses are relieved,furtherradiation

exposure leads to bond degradationdue to chain scission,and thus the

decrease in interlaminarshear strengthat levels of radiationgreater

-- than 1000Mrad. Strengthvalues measured by the three-pointbending

test do not exhibitlarge negative changes like those seen in

interlaminarshear strength. When tested in the fiber direction

(longitudinal),compositesshow no degradationwith radiationexposure

because of fiber reinforcementand matrix crosslinking. Naranong [95]

- reported that the tensilestrengthof graphite fibers was not adversely

affected by large doses of radiation. It has been discussed in Section

4.2.3 that the effect of radiationon transverse tensilestrength

depends on the relativevalues of matrix and interracialcomponents.

Large decreasesare not seen since matrix crosslinkingprovidesa

- stabilizingeffect. Interlaminarshear strengthdepends only on the

interracialcomponentso without the stabilizingeffect of fiber and

matrix components,large decreasesare seen in this parameter.

4.3.4 Results at 8000 Mrad Level

It should be noted that data from interlaminarshear tests on 8000

-- Mrad irradiatedcompositespecimenswas not included. This data was

rejected becauseof an error in alignmentduring the cutting procedure.

On one edge of the sample the saw cuts did not go halfway through.

This resulted in artificiallyhigh values of interlaminarshear

strength.

-- A set of T300/5208transversesamples irradiatedto 8000 Mrad but

not tested was used to verify the inaccuracyof the original data.
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These samples,measuring I" by I/2" with the fiber axis parallel to the

shorter dimension,were cut in half crosswisegiving two I/2" by I/2"

samples. These samples were rotated so that the fibers were in the

longitudinaldirection. Tney were then cut in the manner described in

Section 3.4.2 with the same distance (0.50cm) between the saw cuts.

Since these sampleswere shorter than the samples in the previous

tests, this left a smallergrip length at each end. The gauge length

of the Instronwas reduced to adapt to this difference in specimen

-- dimensions. This change should not affect the experimentalresults

since the shearingarea was the same for all tests. The values of

interlaminarshear strengthobtained for these sampleswere in

_ agreement with the resultsof the 6500 and 9000 Mrad levels in the

previous tests.

- 4.4 Scanning Electron Microscopy

Scanningelectronmicroscopy was used to determine whether there

were any visual differencesbetween rupturedcontrol samples and

ruptured samples which had been exposed to various levelsof electron

radiation. Changes in the amount of matrix adhering to the fiber or

" changes in the manner in which the matrix separatedfrom the fiber

constitute visual differences. Tnese are relatedto interracialbond

strength. If the interracialbond is weak, the fiber-matrixbreak will

be a clean one. If the interfacialbond is strong, fragmentsof matrix

are likely to adhere to the fibersdue to matrix-matrixcohesive

- failure.

Longitudinalsamplesof T300/5208and C6000/PMR 15 were examined

under the SEM. Figure 4.17 is a low magnification (20X) micrograph
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Figure 4.17 Overallview of fracturesurfaceof rupturedcomposite
(20X).
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showing an overallview of the fracturesurfaceof a composite ruptured

_ in the three-pointbending test. Figures 4.18-4.27are a

representativesample of micrographstaken at higher magnificationof

the fracturesurfaceof various compositesat different levels of

radiation. Figure 4.18 shows a T300/5208"control sample at a

magnification_of2000X. Figures 4.19 - 4.22 show T300/5208 samples

which have been irradiatedto 300, 2000, 5000, and 8000 Mrad,

respectively. Comparing these micrographs,one detects no visual

-- differencesbetween the control sample and those exposed to the various

levels of radiation. In each case, there are a number of matrix

fragmentsadhering to the fibers. These fragmentsare plate-likeand

_ are alignedperpendicularto the fiber axis, creating a "scalloped"

effect.

Figure 4.23 shows a C6000/PMR 15 control sample at a magnification

of 1000X. Figures 4.24 - 4.27 show C6000/PMR 15 sampleswhich have

been irradiatedto 300, 2000, 5000 and 8000 Mrad, respectively. As

__ with the T300/5208 samples,there are no visual differencesbetween the

unirradiatedand irradiatedsamples. In the C6000/PMR 15 samples the

-- matrix separatesfrom the fibers in large segmentsand leaves only a

few fragments. This is probablydue to the fact that C6000 fibers have

a relativelysmooth surfacecompared to T300 fibers which have surface

_ striationsparallel to the fiber axis.

4.5 Electron Spectroscopyfor Chemical Analysis

-- The objectiveof this experimentwas to determinewhether

irradiationhas an effect on the surface elementspresent in graphite

fiber composites,particularlysince crosslinkingof the resin is
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Figure 4.18. Control sample of T300/5208 (2000X).
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Figure 4.19 T300/5208 sample irradiated to 300 Mrad (1300X).
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Figure 4.20 T300/5208sample irradiatedto 2000 Mrad (2000X).
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Fiqure 4.21 T300/5208sample irradiatedto 5000 Mrad (2000X).
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Figure 4.22 T300/5208sample irradiatedto 8000 Mrad (1700X).
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Figure 4.23 Control sample of C6000/PMR 15 (1000X).
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Figure 4.24 C6000/PMR 15 sample irradiatedto 300 Mrad (1800X).
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Figure 4.25 C6000/PMR 15 sample irradiated to 2000 Mrad (1800X).
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Figure 4.26 C6000/PMR 15 sample irradiated to 5000 Mrad (1100X).
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Figure 4.27 C6000/PMR 15 sample irradiatedto 8000 Mrad (2000X).
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expected. Control samplesof T300/5208,samples exposed to 8000 Mrad

of electron radiation,and samplesexposed to 10,000 and 40,000Mrad of

proton radiationwere examined. The results are discussedaccordingto

-- the type of radiationexposure.

4.5.1 Electron RadiationExposure

Three control samplesof T300/5208were examined. The major

elements presentare carbon and oxygen. Elements present in lesser

amounts are sulfur, fluorine,nitrogen,chlorine,sodium, silicon, and

traces of aluminum. For samples irradiatedto 8000 Mrad, the major

elements are also carbon and oxygen. _ne minor elements present are

sulfur, nitrogen,chlorine, sodium,silicon, and aluminum.

The atomic ratios normalized to carbon are given in Table 4.1I.

Significantchanges in concentrationupon irradiationare seen for

- sulfur,chlorine,sodium, silicon, and fluorine. Sulfur is probably

eliminatedas SO2 although some could be trappedat the surface as

SO4-2 (e.g.Na2SO4). Some sulfur is also present as residual

sulfonate. Sodium could have partiallymigrated to the sample surface

due to the negative surfacecharge caused by electronbombardment.

- CI- ions formed during irradiationcould be trappedat the surfaceby

Na+ ions. Some chlorine may have escaped as C12 or HCI, or been

trapped near the surface in these chemical forms. Fluorinedisappears

completely upon irradiation. It is probably eliminatedas F2 or HF.

This phenomenonhas been observed when fluorinatedpolymers were

- bombardedwith electrons.

Possible changes in chemical state are observed for sulfur,

carbon, and chlorine. There is a large increasein surfaceoxidation
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Table 4.11 Atomic ratios normalizedto carbon

of electron-irradiatedcomposites

-- Element Sample # Control Irradiated Irradiated/Control

C 1 1 1 --
2 I 1 --
3 1 1 --

0 1 .264 .431 1.63
2 .277 .443 1.60
3 .295 .419 1.42

S 1 .0096 .020 2.05
2 .019 .025 1.31
3 .018 .020 1.13

N I .045 .046 1.02
2 .043 .061 1.43
3 .052 .046 .89

C1 I .019 .047 2.49
2 .011 .041 3.58
3 .016 .043 2.79

Na I .025 .050 1.97
2 .037 .034 .91
3 .032 .026 .82

- Si 1 .060 .064 1.07
2 .035 .085 2.46
3 .063 .126 2.01

F I .058 not detected < 0.1
2 .130 not detected < 0.1
3 .039 not detected < 0.I

A1 I trace .021 --
2 trace .018 --

_ 3 trace .021 --
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as evident by the growth of the carbon Is featureat 288 eV. This

oxidation is probablymanifestedas a large increase in ester or ketone

type carbons.

4.5.2 Proton RadiationExposure

Three control samplesof T300/5208,two samplesexposed to 10,000

Mrad, and two samples exposedto 40,000 Mrad were examined. The

_ elements present in the control and irradiatedsamples are essentially

the same as with electron radiation. The atomic ratios normalizedto

-- carbon are listed in Table 4.12. It is interestingto note that

fluorine is still presentafter irradiationwith protons. Small

amountsof magnesium are present in the samplesexposed to proton

_ radiation. Traces of calcium are detected in the samples irradiatedto

10,000Mrad.

4.5.3 Discussion

Given the chemical structureof epoxy resin, it is surprisingto

find certain elementspresent at the composite surface. Fluorine,

chlorine, and silicon are probably elements in a surface finish applied

to make the compositesurfacemore inert. Sodium,magnesium, and

calcium are probably surfacecontaminationwhich was not removed prior

to examination. The aluminumdetected in the electron-lrradiated

samples is believed to be fragmentationfrom the foil packages used

during irradiation. However, traces of aluminum are also detected in

the proton-irradiatedsampleswhich were not packaged in aluminum foil.

It has been mentionedpreviouslythat fluorinedisappearsafter

electron irradiationbut not proton irradiation. Since electrons

penetratedeeper into the compositesurface than protons, perhaps they
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Table 4.12 Atomic ratios normalizedto carbon

of proton-irradiatedcomposites

-- I0,000 Irradiated/ 40,000 Irradiated/

Element Sample # Control Mrad Control Mrad Control

-- c I I I -- I
2 I I -- I --
3 I

0 I .271 .230 .85 .170 .63
2 .290 .208 .72 .210 .72
3 .270

Na I .040 .047 1.18 .018 .45
2 .045 .032 .71 .021 .47

-- 3 .044

N 1 .033 .026 .79 .046 1.39
_ 2 .030 .023 .77 .017 .57

3 .034

A1 I .025 .017 .68 .017 .68
2 .013 .015 I.15 ....
3 .016

-- Si I .029 .071 2.45 .022 .76
2 .017 .047 2.76 .066 3.88
3 .020

• S I .011 .0070 .64 .0047 .43
2 .012 .0080 .67 ....
3 .0077

C1 I .036 .054 1.50 .0047 .13
2 .026 .034 1.31 .026 1.00
3 .040

F I .084 .061 .73 .0059 .07
2 .038 .033 .87 .010 .26
3 .051

Ma I trace .018 -- .0021 --
2 trace .015 ......
3 trace

Ca 1 -- .0055 ......
2 -- .0087 ......
3 ----
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break the carbon-fluorinebonds and liberate fluorine (as F2 or HF)

whereas protonsmay not.
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5. CONCLUSIONS

Graphite fiber/epoxy(T300/5208)and graphite fiber/polyimide

(C6000/PMR15) compositeswith fibers in the longitudinaldirection

- shows increasesin flexuralstrength after exposure to 0.5 MeV electron

radiationup to 8000 Mrad. Transversesamples and crosspliesof

T300/5208 also exhibit increasesin stress when irradiatedto 10,000

Mrad. Transversesamplesof C6000/PMR 15 show a slight decrease in

stress with radiationexposure. Modulus values for all types of

-- composites remain approximatelyconstant regardlessof the radiation

level. Therefore it can be concluded that these graphite fiber

composites,with the exceptionof transverseC6000/PMR 15, can

withstandhigh energy ionizingradiation in the space environmentfor

an extendedperiod of time, e.g. 30 years.

r The interlaminarshear strength exhibits an initialincreasewith

radiationexposure (up to 1000 Mrad) probablydue to relaxationof

internalstresses. After the internalstresses are relieved there is a

sharp decline in interlaminarshear strengthwith furtherradiation

exposure. Since large negativechanges are not seen in longitudinal

- and transverseflexural strengthand modulus,one can conclude that

interfacialpropertiesare more sensitivethan matrix propertiesto

high energy ionizingradiation.

Scanning electronmicrographsof the fracture surfacesof ruptured

composites indicatethat failurein T300/5208 and C6000/PMR 15 is

predominantlyadhesivealthough the adhesion to T300 is better than to

C6000. No visual differencescould be detected betweencontrol samples

and those exposed to various levels of radiation.
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Electron spectroscopyfor chemical analysis (ESCA)reveals little

change in the surface elementspresent in control and highly irradiated

T300/5208compositesamples. The most notable difference is that

Jfluorinedisappears upon irradiationwith electrons;however, this is

not the case with proton irradiation. Carbon and oxygen are the major

elementspresent and a number of minor elements are present including

sulfur, nitrogen,chlorine,sodium, and silicon. Some of the minor

elements are probably incorporatedin a surface finish applied to

-- produce an inert surface. Others are most likely due to surface

contamination.
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6. RECOMMENDATIONS

_ Graphite fiber compositeshave been designed to maximize strength

and modulus. In an effort to accomplishthis, impact strength is

sacrificed. This aspectof compositesshould be studied in order to

develop a material which has adequate tensilestrength,modulus, and

impact strength. A possibilityto explorewould be hybrid composites

containing two different types of reinforcingfibers,e.g. graphite and

Kevlar. Another phase of this study would be to determine whether

Kevlar compositesare as resistantto radiationas graphite composites.

In the present investigationall compositesreinforcedwith

striated T300 fibers had an epoxy matrix (NARMCO5208). These

-- compositesexhibit good fiber-matrixadhesion. The C6000 fibers used

to reinforcethe polyimidematrix (PMR 15) compositeshad a smooth

surface. Fiber-matrixadhesion is not as good in these compositesand

they exhibit lower strength and modulus than T300/5208composites. In

order to determinewhether these differencesin compositemechanical

_ properties are due to differencesin matrix propertiesor differences

in bonding properties,it would be interestingto study radiation

effects on T300/PMR 15 and C6000/5208composites.
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8. APPENDIX

8.1 Experimentation

Several experimentswere conducted to determine the effectsof

moisture on the mechanicalpropertiesof unidirectionalgraphite fiber

- composites. In the first experiment,six sampleseach of T300/5208

longitudinal,C6000/PMR 15 longitudinal,and C6000/PMR 15 transverse

were soaked in distilledwater at room temperaturefor one week. The

sampleswere taken from the water, surfacedried, and tested with no

laboratoryconditioning. The ultimate stress and averagemodulus were

-- evaluated using the three-pointbending test described in Section

3.4.I. The resultsof this experimentare given in Table 8.I. The

stress and modulus values of the T300/5208soaked samplesare

significantlyhigher than the controlvalues. The C6000/PMR 15

longitudinalsamples follow this same trend but the increase is not

-- statisticallysignificant. There is a decrease in stress and modulus

after soakingthe C60Q0/PMR 15 transversesamplesbut it is not

statisticallysignificant.

To examine the effectsof prolonged soaking,the above experiment

was repeatedwith samplesbeing soaked for four weeks. In order to

accelerate the effectsof moisture,samples were soaked in a heated

desiccatorat 80°C. The resultsof this experimentare given in Table

8.2. The stress values of the longitudinalsamplesof both composite

types increaseafter soakingbut these increasesare not statistically

significant. The modulusvalue for T300/5208remainsapproximately

-- constant while that for C6000/PMR 15 increasesslightly. For C6000/PMR

15 transversesamples the value of stress after soaking is
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Table 8.1 Mechanicalpropertiesof composites
soaked one week at room temperature

Sample Condition Stress (kq/cm2) Modulus (kg/cm2)

T300/5208 Control 21,744 I,379,082
longitudinal Soaked 22,373* I,424,248*

C6000/PMR 15 Control 19,837 971,050
longitudinal Soaked 20,212 992,551

C6000/PMR 15 Control 981 74,826
transverse Soaked 807 73,484

Note: Each value representsthe mean of 6 samples.

-- * denotes significanceat 5% level
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Table 8.2 Mechanical propertiesof composites
soaked four weeks at 80°C

Sample Condition Stress (kg/cm2) Modulus (kg/cm2)

T300/5208 Control 21,744 I,379,082
longitudinal Soaked 22,021 I,349,253

C6000/PMR 15 Control 19,837 971,050
longitudinal Soaked 21,049 I,057,611

C6000/PMR 15 Control 981 74,826
transverse Soaked 751* 73,914

Note: Each value representsthe mean of 6 samples.

-- * denotes significanceat 5% level
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Table 8.3 Mechanicalpropertiesof composites
soaked 400 and 800 hours at 80°C

Sample Condition Stress (kq/cm2) Modulus (kg/cm2)

T300/5208 Control 20,919 I,335,144
longitudinal 400 hours 21,086 1,309,549

-- 800 hours 20,980 1,299,763

C6000/PMR 15" Control 20,457 1,099,567
_ longitudinal 400 hours 19,181 914,068

800 hours 20,371 1,062,997

C6000/PMR 15 Control 1,016 79,704
transverse 400 hours 842* 73,257

800 hours 805* 75,097

Note: Each value representsthe mean of 3 samples.

* denotes significanceat 5% level
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